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Director
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HuntsvTI le, Alabama
ATTN: M-P&C-CA
Re: Contract No. NAS8-5065, Request No. TP2-82464,
"Investigation of Welding and FabrlcabTITty of KaTser
Experimental Alloy MR39A"
Gentlemen :
Enclosed are 40 copTes of the F_nal Report ( No. MS PR 64-12 ) summarlzlng metal-
lurglcal, weldlng and corroslon data for alloys X7038-T6 ( MR39A ), X7038-T7 ( MR39A
Modlficatlon B ), and 7039-T6 ( MR39E ), obtalned in the above contract durlng the
perlod July 1, 1962 through September 30, 1963.
Thls investlgat_on showed that alloy 7039-T6 plate had an optimum comblnat_on of
strength, ductil_ty and toughness at 75F and -320F and adequate resistance to stress
corroslon in both parent metal and weldments for the appllcations intended by NASA.
Alloy 7039-T6 is therefore recommended over the other two materlals for use by the George
C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Alloy 7039-T6 was readily welded under restraint,
particularly by means of the dTrect current, straTght polarTty tungsten inert gas process
( DCSP-T]G ). Weldments of 7039-T6 plate made with the preferred AI-Mg-Zn filler
X5039 ( 1A ) developed tensile strengths of 50,000 psi after 15 to 30 days' natural agTng.
The excellent weldabillty, mechanTcal propertTes, and metallurgical characterTsfics
of alloy 7039-T6 sheet and plate should make Tt adaptable for fabrTcatTon of longer range
space boosters. We therefore recommend that the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center initiate "in-house" prototype studies to establish the sultabilTty of thTs alloy for
future materTal requirements in our space program.
Very truly yours,
T. R. Prltchett
Technical Manager
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Contract No. NAS8-5065, RequestNo. TP2-82464
George C. Marshall SpaceFlight Center
INVESTIGATION OF WELDINGAND FABRICABILITYOF
KAISEREXPERIMENTALALLOY MR39A
By
F. R. Bayslnger
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 1
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INTRODUCTION
The high strength-to-weight ratio of aluminum alloys makes them ideally sulted for
structural appllcaHons where welght is of prime importance, as in aircraft and mlssiles. Missile
and space applications also requlre that the alloy be relaHvely easy to fabricate, have good
weldabillty, adequate stress corrosion resistance and good notch toughness, strength and
ductillty at cryogenic temperatures. Kaiser Alumlnum's introductlon of alloys 5086 and 5083
some ten years ago provided industry with addltional readily weldable, high strength aluminum
alloys. These materials have found wide acceptance in ball_stlc armor, cryogenic tanks, pressure
vessels, marlne and general structural applications. Alloy 5086 was one of the materlals
successfully used for fabrication of the Juplter mlssile. However, with the demand for higher
performance and longer range space craft with the accompanying necessity of greater propellant
loads, alloys with even higher welded strengths are required to reduce the weight of the
structure °
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporatlon, for several years and at private expense,
has been exploring the aluminum-zinc-magneslum system in search of weldable alloys with
higher strength than 5083 in both parent material and in weldments. As a result of this extenslve
investigation of the a lumlnum-zlnc-magneslum system, two new base alloys and various fil ler
metals were developed under circumstances unrelated to Contract NAS8-5065. These alloys
were orlglnally identified by Kaiser Aluminum's Department of Metallurglcal Research
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laboratoriesas MR39A( 4.5% Zn, 3°5% Mg ) and MR39E( 4.0% Zn, 3.0% Mg ). Theywere
later registeredwith the AlumTnumAssociationasalloys X7038and 7039, respectively.
Preliminary information developedon thesenew alloys indicated that thelr parent metal
strength was intermedlate ( approximately 60,000 to 75,000 psi tensile strength ) between that
of the 5000 series alloys, such as 5083, and the older commerclal 7000 series alloys, such as
7075 and 7079. The new materials are readily weldable and resulted in higher weldment
strengths than ever before attainable in alumlnum alloys commercially available in this country
when iolned by customary fusion processes° Weld tensile strengths of 50,000 psi wlth 10%
elongatlon after a minimum of 15 days' natural aglng were obtained for X7038 and 7039 plate
we ldments made wlth experlmenta I AI- Zn-Mg filler a I loys.
These alloys are heat treatable and, addltlonally, variation in thermal treatment practice
can be applied to give certaln desirable properties. Previous investigaHon by Kaiser Aluminum
demonstrated that MR39A alloy, which had been solution heat treated and then artificially aged
beyond the point of maximum strength, provided material of slightly lower strength but with improved
notch toughness and resistance to stress corrosion cracking. Material so treated was origlnally
identified by the Department of Metallurgical Research laboratories as MR39A, Modification B.
Xt will be subsequently identified in this work as alloy X7038-T7. Similarly, MR39A and MR39E
are appropriately identified as X7038-T6 and 7039-T6.
The nominal chemical compositions ( per cent by weight ) of the two new alloys are as
follows:
Alloy
X7038
7039 _
S_.i F.___e C u Mn Mg C._._r Zn T.__i_i
0.10 0.15 0.05 0.50 3.5 0.12 4.5 0.04
0.30 0.40 0.10 0.10-0.40 2.3-3.3 0.15-0.25 3.5-4.5 0.10
Composition as registered with the Aluminum Association, maximum unless otherwise indicated.
L
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The greatly improved properties of weldments in these materials make them quite
attractive for potential applications by the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. Considerable
additional data on mechanical properties, resistance to corrosion, and notch sensltlvlty were
required to establish the feasibility of their use for space and missile programs. To obtain more
complete engineering data on the above characteristics of these new alloys for applications by
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, a cooperative program was developed under Contract
No. NAS8-5065._--"_ objectives of this program were divided into three phases as follows:
PHASE I betermlnatlon of mechanical properties at room temperature and -320F of flat-
position T_G weldments of alloys XT038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 for evaluatlon
of servlceabillty as structural materia Is.
PHASE II Conduct stress corrosion tests of X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 parent plate
and weldments.
PHASE III Verlfy.weldabillty of the a_ the MIG pr_n the flat position.
Specific details and results of the test program were reported each month by means of progress
reports. An analysis and summary of all data are presented herein as a final summ_7_port.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS
Alloy 7039-T6 and alloy X7038-T7 were found to provide a desirable combination of
strength, ductility and notch toughness at room temperature and -320F. This combination of
properties, along with good formabillty and weldability, makes these materials attractive for
fabrication of rockets, missiles, cryogenic vessels and many other structural applications.
Although alloy X7038-T6 had higher parent metal strength, it did not provide any significant
improvement in welded strength over 7039-T6 or X7038-T7. Moreover, X7038-T6 was found to
be more susceptible to stress corrosion cracking than the other two materials, and X7038-T6
tungsten inert gas ( TIG ) weldments were somewhat more crack sensitive than weldments in
7039-T6 or X7038-T7. Therefore, X7038-T6 is not considered to be as well suited as the other
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two materlals for space appllcat|ons where hTgh stress levels may be encountered.
Alloy 7039-T6 has sllghtly hlgher tensile strength (60,000 to 68,000 psl ) than does
X7038-T7 ( 55,000 to 60,000 psl ) and, additTonally, does not show any tendency towards
mlcroflssurlng Tn the weld fuslon zone. Alloys 7039-T6 and X7038-T7 were readily weldable by
tungsten Tnert gas or metal inert gas fuslon processes. Weldments of these experlmental alloys,
when made wlth AI-Zn-Mg fillers, have the hlghest strength and ductilTty of any weldable
alumlnum alloy commerclally avaTlable today° For example, flush machlned weldments of
7039-T6 made wTth AI-Zn-Mg fillers attaTned tensile strengths of 50,000 to 56,000 psi; 30,000
to 34,000 psT apparent yleld strength; and 8 to 13% elongation after 30 days or more natural aglng
at room temperature.
Of prlme slgnlficance for heavy plate appllcatlons is the fact that these alloys can be
welded under hTgh restraTnt by the dlrect current, straTght polarlty, tungsten inert gas ( DCSP-T]G )
process wTth a mlnlmum of weld cracking, regardless of weld filler alloy tested under thls contract.
DCSP-T]G welds in highly restraTned clrcular patch tests dld not crack in elther 7039 or X7038
3
alloy in F-inchth|ckness.
Alloys 7039-T6 and X7038-T7 were reslstant to stress corroslon cracklng in the long-
transverse dTrectlon at applled stresses up to 85% yleld strength durlng 60 days' contlnuous
immerslon in 6% sodlum chlorlde solution. Further conflrmatlon of these alloys' stress corroslon
reslstance was obtaTned Tn natural envlronmental exposure tests of 240 days' duratlon at Daytona
Beach, FlorTda, at stress levels up to 85% yleld strength. In both the accelerated laboratory and
natural envlronmental tests, alloy X7038-T6 failed rapidly due to stress corroslon cracklng. There
were no stress corroslon failures of weldments in any of the three alloys in elther laboratory or
atmospherTc exposure tests at applled stresses up to 25,000 psl (50% of weld tensile strength ).
All three alloys had excellent strength and ductilTty in both parent metal and weldments
at -320F0 Alloy 7039-T6 Tncreased Tn tensile strength from 65,000 psi at 75F to 82,000 psi at
-320F. Ductillty, as measured by elongatlon in a two-lnch gauge length, Iikewlse increased
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from 14 to 18%. For alloy 7039-T6 the notched-to-unnotched tensile strength ratio was greater than
unlty at 75F and was 0.98 at -320F. Thls ratlo is based on a notch corresponding to a Kt factor of
6.3, which is commonly used as a measure of notch toughness for aluminum and other materials.
Weldments of ¼-inch 7039-T6 plate made wlth X5039 ( 1A ) filler increased in tensile strength after
a mln|mum of 15 to 30 days' natural aglng to 51,000 psl at 75F and 61,000 psl at -320F. The
ductil|ty of such weldments remalned adequate for cryogenic applications wlth 13% elongation
( 2-1nch gauge length ) at 75F and 8% elongation at -320F.
The formab_llty of alloys X7038-T6 and -T7 and 7039-T6 and thelr weldments, as judged by
bend tests and by hydraulic rupture tests, was excellent. The mlnlmum bend radii for TIG weldments
of n-lnch thickness X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 made with X5039 ( 1A ) filler after 90 days'
natural aging were approximately 0.6 times the specimen thickness. Guided bend tests of 7039-0
and 7039-T6 parent material showed them to be significantly superlor to those of other heat-treatable
aluminum alloys. Therefore, the amount of forming that can be applied without causing cracks or
rupture exceeds the amount of forming that can safely be used without impalring resistance to stress
corrosion cracking. Kalser Alumlnum presently has a program underway to determine the maxlrnum
strain that can be applled safely without reduclng stress corrosion reslstance for cold forming of 7039-T6
parts which may be subsequently stressed up to 45,000 psl and exposed to corroslve envlronment.
Improved formabillty was obtalned through thermal stress rellef by heatlng one hour between 400F
and 500F. Where severe cold forming is necessary, the part should be annealed, formed and
subsequently re-solutlon heat treated and artTficially aged to restore mechanlcal properties and
provMe maximum reslstance to stress corrosion.
Thls investlgation showed that the best over-all performance wlth weldments of these alloys
was obtalned wlth filler X5039 contalning approxlmately 4% Mg and 3% Zn. Weldments of 7039-T6
made wlth filler X5039 gave high tensile strength and excellent ductillty and were readily made
under restraint wlth a mlnlmum of weld cracklng.
Weldments of these AI-Zn-Mg alloys naturally age harden and increase in tensile strength
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wlth increasing natural aging tlme after weldlngo For example, 7039-T6 weldments made wlth filler
X5039 resulted in 40,000-42,000 psl tensile strength within 24 hours after welding and increased to
50,000-52,000 psl after 30 days of natural aging at room temperature° Approxlmately 85 to 90% of
the tensile strength of the weldment was attalned after about 15 days of natural aglng at room
temperature. Increased tensile strengths were obtained by artificially aging the weldments, or by
re-solutlon heat treatment and artificial aging. Alloy X7038-T6 weldments in ¼-inch thlck plate
made wlth filler X5039 attalned tensile strengths of approxlmately 52,000 psl after 166 days of
natural aging, and up to 67,000 psl after re-solution heat treatment and artificlal aglng.
The commerclal alumlnum-magneslum filler 5183 produced weldments wlth low crack sensltlvlty.
However, such weldments do not age harden to the same degree as those made wlth the experimental
AI-Zn-Mg fillers and have lower strength, particularly in heavler sectlons wlth an open V-jolnt.
There was conslderable dilutlon of the weld filler in the square-butt jolnts used in thls program;
therefore, no slgnlficant effect on weldabillty or tensile strength was observed wlth 5183 filler as
a functlon of thlckness up to ¼ inch in the three parent materlals investlgated in the program.
Microstructural studles of weldments of alloys 7039 and X7038 showed the presence of some
twlnnlng in the weld metal. Consequently, further modification in the composltlon of the AI-Mg-Zn
fillers, such as X5039, may be necessary to reduce twlnnlngo Thls development should ellmlnate
some of the varlatlons in tensile strengths observed between slmilar weldments, thereby produclng
weldments wlth more conslstent tensile strengths.
The excellent propertles of 7039 weldments were obtalned wlth speclmens contalnlng nominal
amounts of twlnnlng, poroslty, dross, incomplete penetratlon, and other defects. Such defects
occurred prlmarily as a result of the poor quallty filler wlres whlch at that tlme could not be dle-
shaved at final slze. Commerclal production of compatlble AI-Mg-Zn filler wlres, such as
X5039 ( 4% Mg, 3% Zn ), incorporatlng dle-shavlng and hot vapor degreaslng procedures, should
allevlate thls dlfficulty and insure productlon of even hlgher quallty weldments.
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MATERIALS USED
Plate
The materials used in this program were previously developed by Kaiser Aluminum as a
result of extensive investigation of the AI-Zn-Mg alloy system at private expense and under
circumstances unrelated to the subject contract, NAS8-5065. The alloys were originally identified
by an experimental alloy number, but later they were registered with the Aluminum Association.
The original and present Aluminum Association designations are as follows:
Original Aluminum Association
Designation Designation Temper
MR39A X7038 -T6
MR39A Mod B X7038 -T7
MR39E 7039 -T6
Table I summarizes the tensile properties in the long-transverse direction ( transverse to
the direction of rolling ) of the plate materials as determined at the time of fabrication by the
Trentwood Works and subsequent measurements by the Department of Metallurgical Research ( DMR ).
Properties of -_-inch material which was re-rolled at DMR from ¼-inch plant-produced plate are
also given. Chemical analyses obtained by the wet method for major elements and by quantometer
for trace elements are given in Table |o
Weld Fillers
The filler alloys used in this program were also previously developed by Kaiser Aluminum
at private expense and under circumstances unrelated to the subject contract, NAS8-5065.
The chemical composition of the filler alloys used is given in Table II. The major alloying
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elementsof the four fillers are as follows:
Filler PerCent by Weight
Designation Zn Mg Mn Cr Fe Si Cu Ti
X5039 3.1 3.8 0.39 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.03
D1707 7.3 3.0 0.01 0.11 0.09 0.05 0.07 0.04
D1495 4.6 3.1 0.39 0.10 0.08 0.04 0.07 0.02
5183 0.03 4.6 0.60 0.07 0.16 0.07 <0.01 0.02
The AI-Zn-Mg fillers were produced by extruding 40-1b ingots to_-inch diameter redraw
rod, then drawing to final size. Removal of heavy oxide coating on _-inch rod by shaving was
found to be impossible because the extruded rod had insufficient cold work to prevent chattering
and breaking. Shaving of smaller diameter wire could not be accomplished with the equipment
then commercially available. As a result, all of the wire used in this program required chemical
deoxldatlon.
The experimental filler wires had an exceptionally heavy oxide film, which we were
unable to consistently remove chemically° As a result, many of the weldments contained more
dross ( usually not visible by means of X-ray ) and porosity than would occur with commercially
produced wire drawn from large size production ingot. In the interim, new dle-shaving
equipment has been installed, and future production lots of AI-Zn-Mg and AI-Mg-Zn fillers
will be dle-shaved. Rather than delay the entire program for a year until new dle-shavlng equipment
became available for removing the oxide from short lengths of experimental fillers, it was decided
to proceed with the gathering of data. It was recognized that commercially produced, dle-shaved
filler wire would yield sounder welds, and thus more consistently high tensile strengths.
Test coupons were selected from sound areas of weldments as indicated by radiographic
examination. Occasionally, a test sample fracture showed evidence of dross, but in only a few
instances did these defects cause us to disregard the tensile data when averaging results. This
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general procedurewasconsideredsafe froman englneerlngstandpoint, slnce the presenceof
weld defectswould tend to reduce tensTle strength and ductillty and glve more conservative
values than data from carefully selected perfect quallty specTmens.
It should be noted that all weldment data in thls report are for weldments whlch were
machTned flush; whereas, most MSFC NASA data are for bead-lntact weldments. As a result,
weld strengths obtained in NASA studles should be 1000-2000 psi greater at 75F than those
reported herein.
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PHASE ]
MECHANICAL AND METALLURGICAL EVALUATION OF
X7038 AND 7039 TIG WELDMENTS
Notched and Unnotched Tensile Tests
A. Procedure
Notched and unnotched tensile properties were determined at room temperature and at
-320F for parent material and flat-positbn TIG weldments of X7038-T6, X7039-T7 and
7039-T6 with a minimum of 15 days of natural aging after welding.
thickness and filler alloys shown below were used.
Thickness,
Inch
_,8_-_',¼
II
The combinations of plate
¢f
Base Metal Filler
X7038-T6; 7039-T6; X7038-T7 X5039 ( 1A )
" D 1707
" D 1495
" 5183
" TIG full fusion --
no filler added
Alloys X7038-T6 and X7038-T7 in ¼-inch thickness were substituted for3
Pinch plate due to metal availability.
Macrosamples for m eta II ograph ic exam inat ion and hardness surveys were taken
from each weldment. Radiographic records of all welds were made to assess weld quality.
Welding was done in the flat position using the DCSP-TIG process. As fillers
X5039 ( 1A ), D1707 and D1495 are heat treatable, one set of weldments made with X7038-T6
and each of these fillers was artlflctally aged by heating 48 hours at 250F; another set was
solution treated at 850F, water quenched, naturally aged five days at room temperature,
and arHflclally aged 48 hours at 250F.
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The types of specTmen used for notched and unnotched tensile tests are shown in
FTgures 1 and 2, respectively. The general method of test specimen sampling Ts shown Tn
Figure 3. The weld bead relnforcement was removed prTor to tensile testing.
Notched specTmens used in thTs work have a moderately severe notch whereTn Kt=6.3.
We have selected thTs notch severity since other investigators have indicated Tn publTshed
work that there exTsts a reasonable correlation between the notched-to-unnotched tensile
strength ratio obtained with thTs notch severity and short cycle fatigue life -- a simulated
servTce type test.
B. Results and DTscussTon
A summary of notched and unnotched tensile data of parent materTal and weldments
in the as-welded condlt_on is given Tn Table III and presented graphically in Figures 4 and
5. Data for weldments which have been given post-weld thermal treatment are summarized
in Table IV.
1. Effect of Temperature
As in other alumTnum alloys, testTng at low temperatures tends to Tncrease the
tensile and yield strengths and, sometimes, the elongatTon values of parent metal. For
example, the average unnotched tensTle propertTes for the three materlals in three
thicknesses studled Tn this program were as follows:
AVERAGE VALUES FOR UNNOTCHED TENSILE SPECIMENS
OF NON-WELDED MATERIAL
ThTckness, EIong,
Inch Alloy TS, ps_ YS, psT % Tn 2 Inches
__z3 75F
8,4=._
_, _z" 3_
3 8
l 1 3
1 3
_,N,N
e 3
X7038-T6 73,000 66,400 12.3
X7038-T7 58,100 45,300 14.3
7039-T6 64,700 58, 100 14.0
-320F
X7038-T6 89,900 78,600 11.4
X7038-T7 77,000 53,500 17.0
7039-T6 81,700 69,000 18.4
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In the DCSP-TIGweldments,a decreasein temperatureincreasedboth
tensile and yield strength, but decreased the elongation of unnotched tensile specimens.
This effect is shown in the following comparison for weldments made with X5039 ( 4% Mg,
3% Zn ) filler in ¼-1nch plate, after approximately six months of natural aging at room
temperat ure:
AVERAGE VALUES FOR UNNOTCHED TENSILE SPECIMENS OF WELDMENTS
MADE WITH X5039 WELD FILLER, APPROXIMATELY 6 MONTHS' NATURAL AGING
75 F -320F
Thickness, Welded Elong, Elong,
Inch Alloy TS, psi YS, psi % in2In. TS, psi YS,psl % in2In.
3
X7038-T6 53,100 33,500 10.5 59,800 40,800 5.5
11.3 58,400 39,700 5.3
13.0 61,000 38,200 7.7
3
X7038-T7 52,300 33,200
3
7039-T6 51,000
Weld reinforcement removed
30,800
Similar trends were observed in other thicknesses welded with X5039 filler,
and with the other fillers used.
Parent material of all three alloys showed an increase in strength at -320F
when notched tensile specimens were used, as shown in the following averages for all
three thicknesses of material:
AVERAGE TENSILE STRENGTH OF NON-WELDED NOTCHED MATERIAL
Thickness, 75F -320F
Inch Alloy TS, psi TS, psi
_, _, _ X7038- T6 79,600 82,800
_,¼,¼ X7038-T7 61,800 67,800
_,g,_ 7039-T6 69,400 80,400
In general, weldments also showed an increase in strength for notched
tensile specimens tested at -320F, as shown in the following comparison, an average
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of notched tensile data from specTmensTn all three gauges, welded with X5039 filler
after two to sTx months of natural aging:
AVERAGE TENSILE STRENGTH OF NOTCHED WELDMENTS MADE WITH
X5039 FILLER -- 2 TO 6 MONTHS' NATURAL AGING
ThTckness, Welded 75F -320F
Inch Alloy TS, psl TS, psl
X7038-T6 49,700 52,600
X7038-T7 49,700 52,800
7039-T6 47,400 49,100
An occasional lower notched tensile value at -320F was observed with
fillers D1495 and D1707. These lower values were assoclated wlth the presence of fine
porosTty, dross, or twTnning Tn the weld metal, and are not consTdered to be an anomaly.
2. Effect of Thlckness
A brlef inspectlon of Figures 4 and 5 reveals that the thlckness of material
had little sTgnTficant effect on notched and unnotched tensTle strengths of parent metal
or DCSP-TIG weldments in X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 materlal wlth any of the
fillers tested. Weldments in -_-inch 7039-T6 had tensile strengths at 75F about 5,000 psl
lower ( wlth up to 8,000 psl lower ) than those of slmTlar 7039-T6 weldments in thTcker
plate. Thls was the greatest range of difference and was not encountered at -320F.
3. Effect of FTIler Alloy
Weld filler had no slgnlflcant effect on the tensTle strength of square-butt
weldments made _n this study. At 75F, the tensTle strengths after a mTnTmum of 15 days*
natural agTng were near the 50,000 psi value. At -320F, there was more scatter in the
tensTle strength, with some fillers performlng better Tn one test serTes, and others better
in other test serles. FTgures 4 and 5 illustrate these points qulte clearly.
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d Notched-to-Unnotched Tensile Strength Ratio -- Non-Welded Material
We consider that notched-to-unnotched tensile strength ratios of less than 0.60
at -320F, as obtained with the flat-type edge notched tensile specimen ( the type used in
this investigation ) are indicative of materials with poor notch toughness at this temperature.
Materials with notched-to-unnotched tensile strength ratios of 0.60-0.70 at -320F are
considered of questionable toughness, whereas those with ratios above this value are
considered to have adequate notch toughness and thus to be free from catastrophic failure
at low temperatures. Aluminum alloys in general are considered to be relatively notch-tough
at cryogenic temperatures, and free from the tendency to fall catastrophically, a deficiency
which the ferritic steels possess.
As with other aluminum alloys currently used in cryogenic applications, the tensile
strength of notched X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 at 75F was higher than the tensile
strength of the unnotched materials. Thus, the notched-to-unnotched tensile strength ratio
was greater than unity. At -320F, the unnotched tensile strengths were greater than the
notched tensile strengths for X7038-T6 and X7038-T7 and nearly equal for 7039-T6. The
notched-to-unnotched tensile strength ratio of 0.98 for 7039-T6 as compared to 0.93 and
0.88 for X7038-T6 and X7038-T7, respectively, indicates that while all three materials
possess adequate ductility and notch toughness, 7039-T6 is the superior material at -320F.
Additional confirmation of the toughness of alloy 7039 has been obtained in ballistic tests
at 75F where great resistance to brittle spalllng was observed on impact with high velocity
deformlng-type projectiles.
5. Notched-to-Unnotched Tensile Strength Ratio -- DCSP-TIG Weldments
Remarks pertaining to the significance of the notched-to-unnotched tensile
strength ratios of non-welded material apply, in general, to weldments. The greater
heterogeneity of weld metal, being a casting rather than a wrought material, results in a
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larger variation in notched-to-unnotched tensile strength ratios than that observed for non-
welded material. Regardless of filler or base alloy, weldments tested at 75F had average
notched-to-unnotched tensile ratios of 0.88-1.02 with most values of the ratio close to
0.95. At -320F, the average ratios ranged from 0.71 to 0.97 with most values of the
ratio close to 0.80. No significant difference in tensile strength ratios was observed
between fillers X5039, D1495, D1707 or fusion only, irrespective of the base material
used, ie, whether it was X7038-T6, X7038-T7 or 7039-T6. We consider that these values
for notched-to-unnotched tensile strength ratios for weldments at -320F indicate that any
of the weldments would perform satisfactorily at cryogenic temperatures down to -320F.
We believe that these weldments would be satisfactory at liquid hydrogen ( -423F ) and
liquid helium ( -452F ) temperatures, but appropriate tests are advised before such a
commitment should be made.
6. Effect of Post-Weld Thermal Treatment
Notched and unnotched tensile test results of DCSP-TIG weldments of
¼-inch thick X7038-T6, as-welded, artificially aged 48 hours at 250F, or solution
treated at 850F followed by aging 48 hours at 250F, are given in Table IV. Weldments
had naturally aged one to five months at room temperature before post-weld thermal
treatment was given.
In the unnotched condition, artificial aging or solution heat treatment
and aging resulted in a marked increase in strength, but was generally accompanied by
a drop in ductility.
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AVERAGEMECHANICALPROPERTIESOF _INCH X7038-T6DCSP-TIGWELDMENTS
AFTERPOST-WELDTHERMALTREATMENT
Post-Weld 75 F -320F
Filler Thermal Elong, Elong,
Alloy Treatment TS, psi YS, psi % in 2 In. TS, psi YS, psi % in 2 In.
X5039 None,NA 166da 51,500 35,400 6.0 67,500 44,900 5.7
AA 1 56,300 49,200 2.8 72,200 59,100 3.2
ST & AA 2 66,700 60,600 6.0 79,200 72,500 2.8
D1495 None,NA 141da 53,200 35,400 7.0 66,500 45,400 6.1
1
AA 57,600 49,800 3.8 70,800 59,900 2.7
ST & AA _ 67,200 60,800 5.2 77,500 72,200 2.6
D1707 None,NA 141da 53,000 35,000 6.8 58,300 45,300 3.8
AA 1 59,700 52,100 3.4 72,300 62,800 2.1
ST &AA 2 68,600 61,800 6.2 78,600 72,800 2.0
5183 None,NA 46 da 52,700 34,300 7.5 68,200 42,200 8.71
AA 56,200 48,200 3.0 72,500 58,000 3.2
ST&AA 2 64,200 58,200 4.2 74,900 69,500 2.0
Fusion None,NA102da 54,000 38,100 5.5 57,800 47,200 2.8
Only AA z 61,800 55,100 3.3 71,900 66,100 2.1
ST&AA s 69,200 61,900 6.9 77,500 74,400 1.7
48 hours at 250F
2
Solution treatment, 850F, cold water quench, five days delay at room temperature,
48 hours at 250F
Weld reinforcement removed
Both artificial aging, and solution treatment plus artificial aging raised
the notched-to-unnotched ratio of weldments with all fillers to more than unity at 75F,
and improved the ratio from 0.80 to 0.92 at -320F.
The elongation values of 2.0% at -320F seem low; on the other hand,
missiles have been constructed of alloy 2014 with weldments having only 2.0% elongation
at 70F. Consequently, solution treatment and artificial aging of weldments to obtain
maximum strength would appear quite feasible.
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7. Natural Aging Time vs Tensile Properties of Weldments
Weldments in X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 materials naturally age-
harden after welding. The apparent mechanlsm is that, durlng the fusion process, portions
of the heat-affected zone attain a temperature sufficiently hlgh to cause re-solution of some
of the zinc and magnesium-rlch precipitated phases. These phases reprecipitate with t_me,
causing an increase Tn strength. Because these phases preclpTtate slowly at room temperature,
a relatively long time ( 30 days or more ) is required for the yield and tensile strengths of
weldments to increase to their maximum. Th_s post-weld, natural aging phenomenon is the
outstanding characteristic of the AI-Zn-Mg alloys and, with use of AI-Mg-Zn fillers, results
Tn the highest as-welded strengths of any welded heat-treatable alloys.
Tensile data showing an increase in strength for DCSP-TIG weldments uslng
X5039 filler in n-lnch X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 mater|als wlth up to 90 days of
natural aging are shown in Figures 6, 7 and 8, respectively. This increase in strength is
accompanied by a sllght decrease in elongation.
FormabTllty Tests
A. Procedure
Aluminum materials whlch have been welded can have a heat-affected zone which
has been heated from near the melting point down through a range of temperatures to normal
amblent. For space appllcatlons, it was necessary to determine what effect welding heat
would have on the ability of a material to be bent. It was also desirable to determine what
temperature of post-weld heatlng would provide maximum ductility for subsequent severe
cold forming.
Parts which might require spinning, hydroformTng, or bending subsequent to weldlng
could be susceptible to cracking if the bend ductility were affected adversely by the heat
of weld|ng or by post-weld aging effects. Accordingly, the minimum bend radius at room
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temperature was determined for DCSP-TIG weldments made wlth X5039 filler in _inch
X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 materlal after aging tlmes of 48 hours, 7 days, 15 days
and 30 days.
The effect on room temperature bend radlus by heatlng one hour at temperatures
from 300F to 900F was determined on base materlal. Three coupons per condltlon
( temperature, alloy and thlckness ) were heated Tn an electrlc reslstance furnace.
Temperatures varied from 300F to 900F in 100-degree increments, wlth a group of alloys
belng heated at a speclflc temperature. After heatlng, the samples were alr cooled and
mlnlmum bend radii determlned after a three-week delay.
Three strlps cut transversely from the weldments and similar strips of parent metal
were bent around a 3T dlameter pin. Next, the specimens were free-bend closed in a vTse
untll a crack or separation _ Tnch long appeared. At this polnt, the coupons were removed
from the vlse and the bend radTus determlned by graphlc methods.
B. Results and Discussion
1. Natural Aging Time vs Minlmum Bend Radlus of Weldments
Results are plotted in Figure 9. The X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 weldments
had good ductility 48 hours after weldlng and showed no slgnlflcant decrease after aglng up
to 90 days. After 90 days of natural aglng, the mlnlmum bend radlus for _-inch weldments
in all three materlals was 0.6T or less, compared to 2T whlch has been accepted by ASME
and the Navy for bend test acceptability of weldments. These data represent an 80%
greater bend ductillty than requlred by ASME Code standards.
2. Effect of Heatlng on Parent Materlal Bend Radius
Data are plotted in Figure 10. Two thlngs are readily apparent. First, better
bend ductillty ( sharper rad11 bends ) was obtalned in 7039-T6 material than wlth X7038-T6.
Second, a marked increase in bend ductillty was observed for materlals heated one hour at
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temperaturesbetween400Fand 500Fand thenstored three weeksat roomtemperature.
These alloys were thermally stressrelieved by heating one hourat 400Fto 500F, and they
retained their formability for an extendedperiod of time, since substantial non-strengthenlng
precipitation occurred with this overaglng. This is of significance to a fabricator, since it
indicates that these materials could be thermally stress relieved and then stored for several
days at room temperature without adversely affecting formability. _ Heating at temperatures
greater than 600F caused some resolution of the alloying constituents. Subsequently, upon
natural aging, precipitation age hardening occurred which resulted in an increase in strength
and a corresponding decrease in ductility.
A similar study, made at private expense by the contractor and not a part of this
TnvestTgatlon, compared the room temperature bend ductTITty of _- and ¼-inch 7039-T6
two hours after heating at temperatures between 300F and 900F. As in the case of the above
samples naturally aged at room temperature for three weeks, the optimum bend ductility
resulted by heating at temperatures between 400F and 600F. The samples which had been
heated at temperatures between 600F and 900F, air cooled and then tested two hours after
heating were not as ductile. This decrease in bend ductility is due to the varying degrees
of solution heat treatment which occurred at the higher temperatures, along with subsequent
precipitation hardening.
Earlier DMR data ( not obtained as part of this contract ) compared the bend radii of
7039 to other materials Tn the annealed temper and in hardened tempers. These data are
given in Tables V and VI, respectively. They show that 7039-T6 has bend ductility much
greater than that of other alloys of similar strength levels.
_" Tensile properties of -T6 temper material are decreased by heating at 400F-500F. Thus,
reheated and formed items require re-solutlon heattreatment, quenching and artificial
aging to restore -T6 temper strength.
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Crack SensTtlvity Tests
A. Procedure
CTrcular patch tests were made to evaluate the crackTng tendency of different weld
metals in X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 base material.
The specimens used, F_gure 11, consisted of 4-, 8- and 12-1nch dTameter patches Tn
an 18-Tnch square plate. The fillers used Tncluded fusTon only, X5039, D1495, D1707 and 5183.
DCSP-TIG welding condTtlons for the patch test were as follows:
Patch Test Gas
Materlal, JoTnt No. Travel, Flow,
Inch Design Beads Volts Amps ]rv/Min cfh
7039-T6 80 ° V 4 12.5- 200- 8 100 He
13.5 230
" " Sq Butt 2 10.0 260- 8 100 He
Fuslon Only 280
X7038-T6, 80 ° V 4 12.5- 200- 6 100 He
X7038-T7 13.5 260
II II Sq Butt 2 10.0 390 10 100 He
Fusion Only
¼ X7038-T6, 45 ° Double V 4 10.5- 380- 4 100 He
X7038-T7, 11.0 420
7039-T6
II II Sq Butt 2 9.5 440- 6 100 He
FusTon Only 450
B. Results and DTscussTon
The degree of crack susceptlbTlity obtained from the patch tests are plotted _n
Figures 12 and 13. To obtain a crack rating for each base materTal and filler, the fillers
were arranged Tn descending order beglnnlng wTth the one which cracked most Tn a glven
materlal and patch s_ze. Five poTnts were assigned to thls filler, four poTnts to the next
hTghest crackTng filler, and so on. By adding the polnts for each filler from each diameter
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patch, the over-all resultsare tabulated in TableVII.
Thefollowing showsthe cracking orderestablishedby this methodfor the fillers in
DCSP-TIGpatch welds:
Base
Materlal Most
3
_-inch 7039-T6 D1495
½-inch X7038-T6 D1707
_-inch X7038-T7 D1707
Filler Alloy, in Order of Decreasing Cracking
Least
5183 X5039 D1707 Fusion
X5039 D1495 5183 "
D1495 5183 X5039 "
Over-all
( Sum of all cracking D1495 D1707 X5039 5183
regardless of base 4.5% Zn 7.2% Zn 3.8% Mg 5% Mg
material ) 3.5% Mg 3.3% Mg 3.0% Zn 0% Zn
By this analysis, it would appear that for DCSP-TIG welds, D1495 filler ( 4.5% Zn,
3.5% Mg ) was the most crack-sensltive, followed by D1707 ( 7.2% Zn, 3.3% Mg ),
X5039 (4.0% Mg, 3.0% Zn ) and 5183 (5% Mg, no Zn ). Fuslon-only, square butt
circular patch weldments did not crack at all.
Only one DCSP-TIG weldment in forty-flve ¼-inch thick patch-test plates cracked,
indicating that X7038 and 7039 have excellent resistance to hot short-cracklng when
welded with the DCSP-TIG process.
It was observed that the amount of cracking was generally greater in 4-inch patches,
less in 8-inch patches, and least in 12-inch patches. These results indicate that such tests
should be made with smaller diameter patches, which result in a higher level of constraint.
Excessive porosity was observed in a number of patch test weldments, particularly
where a double-vee groove was used. To not risk removing a root crack, we did not back
chip the patches. Without back chipping, we did not obtain full penetration on some of
the patches. The resulting root line created a "boiler" effect, in which the gas entrapped
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in the root expanded, blowing a line of holes in the weld at the root. Sucha condition is
shownin Figure 14. This type of porosity is mechanical in nature and not related to the
material. Any aluminumalloy welded undersimilar conditions would behavesimilarly.
Rupture Disc Tests
A. Procedure
Rupture disc test specimens were used as a measure of ductility of the alloys under
condltions of hydrostatlc pressure and blaxlal stress. Weldments in _-inch materlal, 12-1nches
square, were drilled, as shown in Figure 15, to fit the test fixture shown in Figure 16. Weld
reinforcement was removed at the outer edge to allow O-rlngs to seal properly.
DCSP-TIG welding procedures for the test plates were:
Typical
Travel, No.of Helium Flow,
Condition Volts Amps In./Min Passes cfh
With filler 10-10.5 160-135 12 1 80-100
Without filler 9.5-10 85-110 11-12 2 80-100
Weldments were tested in the as-welded condition after natural aging for 90 to 127 days.
A rupture disc test in progress is shown in Figure 17. Burst pressure and final bulge helght
were recorded. Results are plotted in Figure 18, and tabulated in Table VIII.
B. Results and Discussion
Non-welded discs of parent material required the following pressures to burst 8-1nch
diameter, _inch thick sheet:
Alloy Burst Pressure, psi
7039-T6 6100
X7038-T6 5600
X7038-T7 4600
5086-H 112 3100
The value of 6100 psi obtained with _-inch thick 7039-T6 materlal is one and one-half
times the 4000 psi obtained in burst tests of ¼-inch 2014-T6, reported in Welding Research
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Supplement, January, 1961, page 37. Photographs of the non-welded bulge test samples
are shown in Figure 19.
Perhaps even more impressive than the strength obtained in these alloys was the
amount of deformation at rupture. For example, the 7039-T6 non-welded discs had a bulge
height of 1.1 inches, compared to 0.53 inch for 2014-T6 material, or nearly twice that of
an alloy already being used in the missile program.
]n the welded series, the h ighest strength was obtained in X7038-T7 welded wffh
D1495 ( 4.5% Zn, 3.5% Mg) filler, requiring 2200-2650 psi to burst the disc. Welded
7039-T6 discs required 1300 to 2090 psi to burst, the higher value being for D1495 filler,
as in X7038-T7 material. Rupture discs of 7039-T6 material welded with X5039 filler
required 1600 and 1825 psi to burst, with bulge heights of 0.5 to 0.7 inch. Failures were
at the fusion llne.
Typical welded discs, after bursting, are shown in Figure 20. Most of the failures
occurred at the fusion llne, although in X7038-T7 with both D1495 and D1707 ( 7.2% Zn,
3.3% Mg ) fillers, failures occurred in the base metal. Several discs failed in the weld
metal due to minute porosity or dross.
There are apparently no reported data of weldments of 2219 in the as-welded condition
to compare with these results of welded rupture discs. The specimens in this study were tested
in the as-welded condition, whereas tests reported in the literature were for 2219 weldments
which had been heat treated and artificially aged. It is interesting to note, however, that the
average bulge height of 0.66 inch obtained in 7039-T6 weldments made with the various
fillers was greater than the 0.56-inch bulge height reported for post-weld heat-treated and
artificially aged ¼-inch thick 2219/2319 alloy weldments. As-welded 2014-T6/2319
material failed at pressures of 1350 to 2000 psi, with bulge heights of 0.37 to 0.50 inch.
The high burst strength ( 1600 to 1825 psi ) and greater deformation ( 0.5 to 0.7 inch )
before failure of alloy 7039-T6/X5039 weldments in the as-welded condition would
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appear to bea good indication of ductile performance.
It is recognizedthat the rupture disc test putsa severeblaxlal stresson the specimen,
with stressesabout equal in the ( x ) and ( y ) directions. Resultsfrom sucha test maynot
necessarilybe correlated with resultsobtained under unlaxlal loading. Since blaxlal
loading occurs in missile fuel tanks, it is believed that the results obtained in this test
are an indication of good performance of 7039-T6 in missile service. This is further
confirmed by 7039's performance in ballistic tests of highly restrained heavy plate weldments
where a severe biaxial load is rapidly applied to the weld.
A. Procedure
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PHASE II
STRESS CORROSION EVALUATION OF NON-WELDED AND
TIG-WELDED X7038 AND 7039 PLATE
Parent metal plate consisted of:
1. X7038-T6 ( MR39A ), 0.75-1nch plate, Lot 5571
2. X7038-T7 ( MR39A Mod B ), 0.75-Tnch plate, Lot 240651
3. 7039-T6 ( MR39E ), 0.75-1nch plate, Lot 157841
4. 7039-T6 ( MR39E ), 0.375-1nch plate, Lot 253581
Filler alloys studied included three experimental AI- Zn-Mg compositions and 5183.
Post-weld thermal treatment consisted of heating 12 hours at 350F, after two months'
natural aging. Since, in most instances, no improvement in strength was obtained, as compared
with weldments naturally aged four months, th_s practice _s referred to in this text as "post-weld
stress relieval" or "PWSR "
Two protective metal-spray coatings were studied. They were 1100 aluminum alloy and
hlgh-purlty zinc. These were applled over the weld area to a nominal thickness of 0.010 inch
( 10 mils ). The aluminum coating required a precoat treatment of the weldments to insure
adhesTon to the weld metal surface. The zinc was applied directly.
1. Sample Preparation
Twelve-lnch square pieces of X7038 and 7039 plates ( 0.75-inch thickness ) were 45 °
double-vee butt welded ( 0.25-inch root nose ) by the TIG process, using one or more of the
various experimental filler alloys and 5183 filler. Each plate weldment was radlographed for
internal soundness.
Stress corrosion test specimens were machined from the surfaces of these 12-1nch square
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welded plates and from non-welded parent metal plate_"to the dimensionsshownin Figure21. Weld
beadswere machinedflush with the samplesurfaceto provlde uniform cross-sectionalarea. All
welded specimenswereagain radiographedafter machining to insure internal soundness.
Sprayed-metalcoatingswereapplied over one surfaceof the weld area only on X7038-T6
weldmentsmadewith D1707filler. ( A liquid neoprenecoating wasapplied along the right angle
edges. SeeFigure22. )
Twospray-metalcoatingswere used. Theywere (1) high-purlty zinc, and (2) 1100aluminum
alloy. The zinc wassprayeddirectly onto the weldments. Attempts to spray1100aluminumalloy
directly over the weld area were unsuccessful,due to pooradhesionof the sprayedcoating. As a
result, the weldmentswere first precoatedwith a 1to 2-mll layer of Metco SprayBondWire. The
1100aluminumwas then sprayed over the Spray Bond coating. All metal spraying was carried out
with a Metco Type 4E gun, operating with an oxyacetylene-compressed air mixture. The nominal
thickness of the sprayed coatings was to have been 10 mils. However, the actual thicknesses of
these coatings were found to be of the order of 13 to 19 mils.
Immediately before corrosion testing ( with the exception of the metal-sprayed samples)i
all specimens were cleaned by etching for 1 to 2 minutes in a 5 to 10% NaOH solution at 160F to
180F, desmutted in cold concentrated nitric acid and finally washed with distilled water. ( The
metal-sprayed weldments were degreased in an inhibited alkaline cleaner. )
2. Stress Corrosion Test Methods
Two types of stress corrosion tests were employed. These were 60-day continuous immersion
in 6% NaCI solution, and 12-month marine atmospheric exposure ( Daytona Beach, Florida ). Both
tests employed four-polnt deflection loading of long-transverse specimens. Figure 23 shows the
* Due to insufficient 0.75-1nch 7039-T6 plate, non-welded 7039-T6 specimens for the Daytona
Beach marine atmosphere exposure at 85% yield strength stress were machined from 0.375-1nch
material.
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four-polnt load fixture. Themagnltudeof stressis related to the deflection of the specimen
between the _nnersupportsof the four-point fixture.
For homogeneouspecimensof uniform cross-sect_onalarea, the deflection necessaryto
stressa speclmento any desired level is determinedby the following formula:
SI_
d - 8CE where
d
S =
I =
C =
E =
deflection over inner supports in inches
desired stress, psi
distance between inner supports, inches
thickness of specimens, inches
Modulus of Elasticity
Deflections are measured by means of a dial gauge micrometer set Tn a knlfe-edged mount.
The knife edges rest on the specimen directly over the outside edges of the two inner supports on the
four-point load fixture. In this investigation, the stress corrosion resistance of non-weldments was
determined at stresses equivalent to 50 and 85% of the long-transverse yield strength of each material.
Transverse tensile properties of non-welded materials and corresponding 50 and 85% yield strength
stresses are shown below:
TRANSVERSE TENSILE PROPERTIES OF 7039-T6 AND -T7 PLATE
0.75-1nch X7038-T6
0.75-1nch 7039-T6
0. 375-1nch 7039-T6
0.75-inch X7038-T7
Elong, 85% YS, 50% YS,
TS, kpsi YS, kpsi % in 2 In. kpsi kpsl
73.8-74.2 67.3-68.1 8-9 57.8 34.0
66.3-66.8 59.4-59.9 10-11 51.0 30.0
64.0-64.1 55.2-55.8 14-14 47.2 27.7
59.8-60.2 45.5-47.1 11.5-12 39.1 23.0
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Forstresscorrosionstudiesof weldments, 30and 50% of the tensile strengthof the weldments
were chosenas the two levels of applied stress. SR-4, type A-7-4, strain gaugeswere cementedto
the surfaceof the flush-machlnedwelded specTmensover (a) the weld metal, and (b) the parent
metal approximately0.75 inch from the weld. (The secondlocation wasselectedbecausetensile
failures generally occurred in this region.) The change in strain wTthincreasingdeflection was
measuredby meansof a strain gauge indicator and a micrometer. By Hook's Law, strain was
converted to stress, and the deflections necessary to stress weldments to 30 and 50% of their respective
tensile strengths were determined.
The tensile strength, joint efficiency and calculated deflections for weldments are given
below:
TENSILE STRENGTH, JOINT EFFICIENCY, AND CALCULATED DEFLECTIONS
FOR STRESS CORROSION STUDIES OF X7038 AND 7039 WELDMENTS
0.75- Jolnt Deflection Tn Inches for
Inch TS, Efflc_ency, Stress of :
Plate Filler ConditTon (1) kpsT O/o(2) 50% TS 30% TS
X7038 5183 AW 50.2 68 0. 080 0. 048
-T6 PWSR 45.4 60 0. 073 0. 044
D1495 AW 50.3 68 0.081 0.049
PWSR 49.0 66 0. 078 0. 047
D1707 AW 51.9 70 0.083 0.050
PWSR 51.0 69 0.081 0.049
Zn Sprayed 50.1 68 0. 080 0. 048
AI Sprayed 51.3 69 0. 082 0. 049
X5039 AW 52.4 71 0. 084 0. 050
PWSR 51.7 70 0. 083 0. 050
X7038 D 1495 AW 51.2 85 0. 082 0. 049
-T7 PWSR 49.4 82 0. 079 0. 047
7039 D 1495 AW 49.9 75 0. 080 0. 048
-T6 PWSR 45.5 68 0. 073 0. 044
(1) AW = As-Welded, naturally aged 4 months; PWSR = Post-Weld Stress Relieved by heating
12 hours after 2 months' natural aging.
(2) Joint efficiency based on strength of non-welded parent metal.
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Thetensile strengthsshownabove indlcate that a jolnt efficlency of 60 to 85% of that of
the non-welded parent metal strength was achleved when weldments were tested wTth the weld bead
relnforcement removed. Tensile fractures of both as-welded and post-weld stress-relTeved speclmens
generally occurred in the parent metal, at a conslderable dlstance from the fuslon llne. Filler
alloy composTtions included in thTs study were shown to have no slgnTficant effect on the tensTle
strength of X7038 weldments, sTnce tensTle failures were predomlnately Tn the heat-affected zone.
Post-weld stress relleval ( 12 hrs at 350F ) provided no Tmprovement Tn strength. In two instances,
this thermal treatment resulted in a 5000 psi loss in strength; X7038-T6 wTth 5183 filler and
7039-T6 with D1495 filler. Tensile failures again occurred _n the heat-affected zone of these
weldments.
SusceptTbTITty to stress corrosion was determTned two ways. The first was to record the
tlme to inltlal evidence of vlsual cracklng or complete fracture of stressed specimens. The second
was to compare the breakTng load ( BL ) or tensTle strength ( TS ) of stressed and unstressed specimens
upon completion of the 60-day accelerated laboratory test and the 12-month marTne atmospherTc
test. Metallographlc examlnatlon of cracked specimens and of unfailed specimens was made after
completion of the stress corrosion tests to determine the type of attack.
B. Results and DTscusslon
Stress corroslon performance of long-transverse specimens of non-welded 0.75-1nch
thlck X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 plate durTng 60 days' continuous immersTon in 6% NaCI
solution is presented in Table IX. Stress corrosion cracklng was observed in X7038-T6 specTmens
at 34,000 and 58,000 psl applied stress, wlth more rapld failure occurring at the hlgher stress level.
AIIoy X7038-T7 dld not show any evldence of stress corrosTon susceptlbll Try after two months' testing,
at stresses of 23,000 and 39,000 psi. One of four samples of 7039-T6, stressed to 51,000 psi, failed
after 30 days' exposure. However, the three remalnlng 7039-T6 samples stressed to 51,000 psi,
and the four 7039-T6 samples stressed to 30,000 psl, did not fall Tn the 60-day test. Mechanical
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propertiesof all stressedspec;menswhlch survlved the 60-day test rema;nedunchangedfrom the
or;g;nal tens;le valuesobtalned onspecimenswhlch were not corros;ontested.
Stresscorros;onperformanceof welded X7038-T6, X7038-T7and 7039-T6after 60 days'
exposurein 6% NaCI is shown ;n Table X. All weldments exhlb;ted excellent res;stance to stress
corrosion w;th no stress corros;on crack;ng observed regardless of filler alloy or stress level. Good
corroslon resistance, as well as stress corros;on reslstance, ;s ;nd;cated by the fact that mechan;cal
properties of both stressed weldmenTs and unstressed weldments, after 60 days' test;ng, were
unchanged from or;g;nal strengths, as determ;ned wlth spec;mens whlch had not been exposed to the
corros;ve env;ronment. Figure 24 ;llustrates the surface appearance and Iocatlon of tens;le fractures
of weldments after 60 days' exposure ;n 6% NaCI.
Twelve-month marlne atmospher;c stress corros;on tests of non-welded and welded
X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 were begun at the 350-foot oceanfront test slte near Daytona
Beach, Flor;da, on July 8, 1963. ( The same variat;ons of filler alloy, stress level, etc., tested
in 6% NaCI are be;ng evaluated at Daytona Beach.) Durlng the first two months' exposure, stress
corros;on fa;lures have been I;mlted to non-welded X7038-T6. At 58,000 ps; stress ( 85% YS )
all four non-welded X7038-T6 samples failed in 4 to 7 days. Three of the four samples of non-
welded X7038-T6 stressed to 34,000 ps; ( 50% YS ) failed ;n 18, 18 and 26 days. ( The t;me to
fa;lure for X7038-T6 at Daytona Beach is of the same order of magnltude, when stressed to
34,000 ps;, as that observed ;n the 6% NaCI test.) All of the welded spec;mens, as well as the
non-welded X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 speclmens, are intact.
Metallographlc examlnatlon of all non-welded X7038-T6 spec;mens and the one of four
non-welded 7039 speclmens whlch stress corros;on cracked, revealed that the path of fa;lure was
;ntergranular in nature (see F;gure 25 ).
Metallograph;c examlnatlon of as-welded spec;mens indlcated selectlve attack had
occurred in the heat-affected zone of the parent metal. Corros;on was found to be of a p;tt;ng
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nature and tendedto removeentire gralns( Figure26 ). Themaximummeasureddepth of attack
was 16m_ls. Despiteth_sselective attack, however, the as=weldedspecTmenshowedno loss
in mechanical propertles after two months' continuous TmmersTon Tn 6% NaCI solutTon, regardless
of parent metal or filler alloy composTtTono Certain weldments did not exhTbTt thTs selectTve attack
Tn the heat-affected zone: (a) those whTch had been sprayed with zTnc or alumTnum, and (b) those
which had been stress relTeved by heating 12 hours at 350F ( FTgure 24 ).
C. ConclusTons
Results of this ;nvest_gatlon revealed that non-welded X7038-T6 is susceptible to stress
corrosion cracking in the long-transverse directlon at stresses of 34,000 and 58,000 psl( 50% and
85% YS )o Excellent resistance to stress corrosion cracking in non=welded X7038 was obtained
through the use of a modified thermal treatment, referred to _n this report as -T7. However,
X7038-T7 possesses lower strength than X7038-T6o
AIIoy 7039-T6 plate exhlbTts good stress corrosTon resTstance at stresses of 30,000 and
47,000 or 51,000 psT (50% and 85% YS ). Although one of four samples tested Tn 6% NaCI at
51,000 psT stress failed after 30 days, the three other samples and the four samples tested at
30,000 psT stress dTd not fail nor exhibit any loss in strength at the end of the 60-day test. There
have been no failures of the 0. 375-inch or 0.75-inch 7039-T6 non-welded specimens stressed at
47,000 psl( 85% YS ) or 30,000 psl( 50% YS ), respectlvely, after 240 days' exposure at the
marine atmospheric test statTon at Daytona Beach.
Weldments of X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 exhibit excellent resTstance to stress
corrosion at stresses equTvalent to 30 and 50O/Oof theTr tensTle strengths, _e, approxTmately 15,000
and 25,000 psT stress. There were no stress corrosTon failures or losses in strength after 60 days in
6% NaCI, regardless of the filler alloy composition used. Superficial selective attack at the fusion
line in as-welded specTmens was prevented by a post-weld stress relTeval treatment consTst_ng of a
12-hour soak at 350F. Metal spray pro_ective coatlngs of zinc or aluminum appeared unnecessary
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becauseof the Tnherently good resistance to corrosion of the base materTals. However, these metal-
spray coatTngs did prevent selective attack in as-welded X7038-T6 weldments.
D. Status
MarTne atmospheric stress corrosion tests of non-welded and welded X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and
7039-T6 will be termTnated after a total exposure tTme of one year ( July 7, 1964 ). Stress corroslon
results and tensTle propertTes of all specTmens found to be intact at that time will be determlned and
reported by memorandum after July 7, 1964. ( Any addTtlonal stress corrosion failures occurrTng
before completion of the one-year exposure wTII be immedTately reported by letter.)
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PHASE Ill
VERIFICATION OF WELDABILITY BY MIG PROCESS
Tensile Tests
A. Procedure
Flat-pos_tlon MIG weldments of X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 ( ¼.inch to
inch ) were made with fillers X5039, D1707, D1495 and 5183.
Welding conditions were as follows:
Joint Detail Automatic MIG Welding Conditions
Root Root Incl. Travel Argon
Thickness, Open., Face, Angle, Speed, No. of Flow,
Inch Type Inch Inch Degrees Volts Amps In./Min Beads cfh
1 l
Squa re 0 _ 0 21 260 20-24 2 100
Butt
2
-_ Single _zle r_ 60 21-22 260 16-22 3 100
Vee
8 1
Double "_ _ 70 22-23 300 14-20 4 100
Vee
MIG weldments in these materials were evaluated by tensile and bend tests. A
sketch of the tensile specimens is shown in Figure 27.
B. Results and Discussion
A summary of tensile and bend data is given in Table XI, and tensile data are
shown graphically in Figure 28.
1
in general, forall fillers in thinner material, eg, _ and linch, alloy7039-T6
and X7038-T7 untreated weldments had somewhat higher tensile strengths than weldments
in X7038-T6, after 22 to 57 days of natural aging:
Thickness, Tensile Strength, Natural Aging,
inch Welded Alloy psi Days
3.
X7038-T6 45,000 to 50,000 26-57
i
X7038-T7 46,000 to 52,000 26-56
7039-T6 44,000 to 55,000 22-33
Weld reinforcement removed
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The lower values were obtained with 5183 filler, while the h_gher values were
obtained with D1707 ( 7% Zn, 3% Mg ) filler.
On the other hand, the apparent yield strengths were greater in X7038-T6 and
X7038-T7 than in 7039-T6 MZG weldments:
Thickness, Apparent Yield Natural Aging,
Inch Welded Alloy Strength, psi Days
1
X7038-T6 28,000-35,000 26-57
1
X7038-T7 28,000-36,000 26-56
7039-T6 27,000-32,000 22-33
Weld reinforcement removed
Elongation values in a 2-1nch gauge length ranged from 5% for X7038-T6 welded
with X5039 filler, to 15% for 7039-T6 welded with D1707 filler:
MIG WELDMENTS
Per Cent Elongation in 2 Inches
Base Material
Filler X7038-T6 X7038-T7 7039-T6
.1. 1 3 ,3
Alloy _ Inch ¼Inch _ Inch _ Inch _ Inch ¼inch
X5039 5.0 11.0 10.0 14.5 11.0 12.5
D1495 8.5 5.8 10.7 14.8 14.8 13.9
D1707 9.0 6.7 8.6 8.5 15.0 7.4
5183 7.0 7.0 8.1 8.7 9.6 9.5
In _-inch materlaL, ranges for tensile properties were:
MIG WELDMENTS
Tensile Properties
Welded Apparent Elong,
Alloy TS, psi YS, psi % in 2 Inches
X7038-T6 47-58,000 30-39,000 6 to 11
X7038-T7 50-56,000 33-38,000 8 to 15
7039-T6 46-56,000 27-34,000 7 to 14
Weld reinforcement removed
Natural Aging,
Days
45 -46
65 -97
63-65
Highest strength of any weldment in this program was obtained in X7038-T6 with
D1495 filler; 58,000 psi. Weldments made with 5183 filler were lower in strength
( 44-50,000 psi ) than those made with the AI-Zn-Mg type fillers. Best over-all tensile
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performancewasobtained with X5039and D1495fillers.
Crack Sensitivity Tests
A. Procedure
MIG welding conditions for the crack sensitivity patch tests were:
4-, 8- and 12-Inch Joint No o of Travel,
Patch Test Material Design Beads Volts A.__ps In./Min
¼-1n. X7038-T6 80°V 4 28° 5-30 300 6-15
Argon
Gas Flow,
cfh
6O
B. Results and Discussion
The degree of susceptibility to cracking in MIG weldments of alloy X7038-T6 has
been plotted in Figure 13 where it can be compared with the results of similar tests on
DCSP-TIG weldments. Whereas no cracking was encountered in TIG weldments of
X7038-T6, appreciable cracking occurred in MIG weldments of X7038-T6 with 4-inch
and 8-inch diameter patches but none with the 12-inch diameter patch.
The descending order of cracking of these MIG weldments made with the test
fillers was: D1707
D 1495
X5039
5183
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A. Procedure
FREE-BEND TESTS
Coupons from the same MIG weldments from which tensile data were obtained were made
into bend specimens as shown in Figures 29 and 30. Material ¼ and _ inch thick was made into
both face-bend and root-bend specimens, while ¼-inch material was used for slde-bend specimens.
Specimens were prebent around a 3T mandrel, then free bent in a vlse until a crack _inch
long appeared, or fracture occurred. Bend radii were determined graphically.
B. Results and Discussion
Bend test results are given in Table XI. Wide variations in free-bend radii assumed by the
specimens were observed, from 1.0 to 6 times the material thickness.
In guided bend tests, MIG weldments in 7039-T6, using X5039 filler, consistently bent
around a 2T bend radius without cracks. The inconsistency of the free-bend test is due to variations
in strength, hardness, microstructure and defects of the weld deposit. The free-bend test is
primarily used for evaluation of cast weld metal. As the weld, primarily, yields in a free-bend
test, the test is particularly sensitive to defects or variations in the weld metal.
METALLOGRAPHIC STUDIES
General Information
Alloy 7039-T6 is of special interest for rocket and missile construction because of inherent
metallurgical characteristics which result in the strongest ductile weldments of any aluminum alloy
yet developed. There are four reasons for this.
1. The alloy naturally age hardens after welding, recovering about 85% of its tensile
strength in 15 days. Hardening phases which redlssolve during welding slowly reprecipitate with
time, and result in increased strength.
2. There is little tendency for preferential grain boundary precipitation or mlcrofissuring
in the heat-affected zone, so that weldments do not behave in a brittle manner.
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3. Weld metals containing zinc and magnesium have high as-welded strength,
4. This alloy is not sensitive to the metallurgical notch formed by a llne of eutectlc
material at the weld bead edge where the plate surface and weld meet. Presence of this
metallurgical notch can, in some alloys, result in weld-bead-relnforced ( bead-on ) tensile values
being less than that of weld-bead-removed ( flush-machined ) weldments.
In the following sections are shown typical mlcrostructures of weldments of alloys X7038 and
7039 along with defects observed. We have attempted to assess the importance of these defects in
the performance of weldments in these alloys.
Typical Macro- and Microstructures
Macrostructures of DCSP-TIG and MIG weldments in X7038 and 7039 are shown in Figures 31
and 32. Weld beads usually consisted of elongated dendritic grains perpendicular to the fusion llne.
These long dendritic structures sometimes met at the center of the weld, but more often they formed
a rim around the periphery of the fusion llne. The center area bounded by the dendritic fingers
usually contained equlaxed grains. Figure 33 shows the dendritic structure within equlaxed grains
from a MIG weld.
Another effect consistently observed was concentric rings of dark-etchlng areas parallel
with the fusion llne of weld beads ( see Figure 31 ). The mlcrostructure across some of these rings
is shown in Figure 34. These rings are believed to be the result of enriched eutectlc phase
precipitation.
The heat-affected zone of weldments in X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 7039-T6 are shown in
Figures 35, 36 and 37, respectively. There is no indication of development of coarse grains even
adjacent to the weld fusion llne. Figure 38 shows a weld-plate fusion area in 7039-T6 etched to
show grain boundary precipitation. Very little grain boundary network formed in weldments of 7039.
The inherent sluggishness of precipitates comlng out of solid solution during welding aided the
performance of weldments in this alloy. A minimum of grain boundary precipitate contributed to the
ductile performance of the weldment in tension and in bending.
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Etched sections of other areas of the heat-affected zone showed very little change in
mlcrostructure. Figure 39 shows an area from the overaged portion of the heat-affected zone of
a 7039 weldment.
Alloy X7038, on the other hand, seemed to be more prone to formation of grain boundary
networks in the heat-affected zone. Considerable incipient melting was observed, and in some
samples, extensive microflssurlng occurred ( Figure 40 ). Such mlcrofissuring occurred in relatively
few samples. However, the greater amount of grain boundary precipitation in this alloy and the
tendency toward m_croflssur_ng make X7038-T6 less desirable than 7039 alloy for critical applications.
Twinning
Aluminum weld metal which is rapidly cooled can have a grain structure known as twinning.
Twlnn_ng m_crostructure has the form of elongated crystalline structures of alternating light and
dark color. Twin formation is enhanced by _ncreaslng purity and by increasing cooling rates
( K. T. Aust, F. M. Krill, and F. R. Morral, "Observations on Twinning in Semi-Contlnuous
Cast Aluminum", Journal of Metals, August, 1952, page 865,6 ).
Some tw_nnlng was observed in weldments of all filler alloys used in thls program, as shown
in Figures 41 and 42. Twinning was found to be more prevalent in _-_nch and ¼-inch mater_al than
in thicker plate, _ndlcat_ng that the higher cooling rates of the thinner materlals ( more rapid heat
extracHon due to use of back-up bar ) are more conducive to twin formation. Weldments deposited
by the same procedure sometimes had differing amounts of twlnnlng, as shown _n Figure 43.
The slgnlf_cance of tw_nnlng was relatively easy to assess from a study of weldment tensile
data. Throughout the program, we have reported tensile values for several groups of specimens
where_n one or more of the values in flush-machlned specimens were markedly lower than others in
the group. Almost all of the low value specimens were examined visually and undera low-power
microscope. From this examination (Table XT] ), it was determined that 26 specimens, or 3% of
the approximately 900 tensile specimens tested, had extensive twlnning. Another 3% contained
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dross lines sufficlent to cause abnormally low values. Porosity and dross often occur together, and
judgment must be used to determine the relative effect of each on a low value. A complete tabu-
lation of the results of the visual and microscopic examinaHon of the low-value specimens is gTven
in Table XIII, along wlth photographs of the fractures.
]t is interesting to note that there was twinning in the as-welded tensile specimens which
had the highest room temperature tensile strength of any observed in this program. A tensile strength
of 58,000 psi at 75F was obtained from a MIG weldment of _inch X7038-T6, with D1495 filler. A
cross section from one of these tensile specimens is shown in Figure 44. The path of the fracture was
irregular, but tended to follow a llne of dark precipitate along the edge of one bead. Another
tensile specimen in which there was considerable twinning, yet which gave good tensile values, is
shown in Figure 45. The figure shows a section from a DCSP-T|G weldment of _-inch 7039-T6
made with D1707 filler. The sample shown had a tensile strength of 67,000 psi at -320F, while
other tensile specimens from the same plate averaged 54,200 psi at 70F. Figure 46 shows deformation
and slip in all-twlnned DCSP-TIG X5039 composition weld metal in a tensile specimen of _inch
7039-T6 material, which gave an abnormally low value of 41,000 psi after 90 days' natural aging.
Few data are available to assess the effect of twlnning upon mechanical properties of bead-on plate
weldments where failure usually initiates at the weld edge. If the twinned areas are cracked prior
to testing, we have observed weld failures in bead-on conditions.
An interesting fracture in the overaged zone of parent metal is shown in Figure 47. In this
case, the primary fracture path was diverted somewhat by progressing laterally into elongated
grains resulting from rolling.
Weld Edge Eutectics
Weld deposits in aluminum alloys usually have an area of low-melting eutectic where the
weld edge fairs into the parent material. The presence of this material can be observed durlng
welding, as it tends to form around the rim of the weld puddle, where it is partly overrun by the
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advancing puddle. Figure 48 shows the location of some weld edge eutectic material _n 5456
alloy made with 5556 filler. Figure 49 shows the occurrence of weld-bead-edge eutectics in
fillers 1100 (AI), 4043 ( AI-5% Si ), 5556 ( AI-5% Mg-_/o Mn ), and D1707 (7% Zn-3% Mg )
weld metal. The presence of eutectlc materials containing zinc or copper can readily be shown
by microradiography. Figure 50 is a mlcroradiograph showing the zinc present in a weld-bead
edge. In thin materials, these eutectlcs usually extend on the surface of the plate a considerable
distance on each side of the weld, as shown in Figure 51.
Some aluminum alloys are adversely affected by the presence of the weld-edge materials.
This is readily detected by comparison of bead-on and bead-off tensile data. When ratios of bead-
off to bead-on tensile values are greater than unity, they indicate sensitivity to metallurgical and
mechanical notches. The two alloys in this program do not exhibit this type of notch sensitivlty.
Typical bead-on, bead-off values are given in the following table:
Thickness, Plate Tensile Strength _, psi
Inches AIIoy Filler Bead-On Bead-Off
1-_ 7039-T6 X5039 52,300 50,100
1¼ X7038-T6 D1495 50,600 48,300
1_ 5083-Hl13 5183 44,800 41,900
After 15 to 30 days of natural aging of the AI-Zn-Mg alioys
Tensile Strength Ratio,
Bead-Off/Bead-On
0.96
0.96
0.94
In addition to weld edge eutectics, MIG weldments of X7038 and 7039 may have a condition
described by some welding engineers as "beta bond". This condition occurs when the eutectlc phase
_s present around the wall of the morning-glory-shaped weld pool. in this area, if the arc force has
insufficient strength or energy to melt through the eutectlc, the progressing weld metal will fuse to
the eutectic rather than to the parent metal. Such a condition is shown in Figure 52. Its deleterious
effect on mechanical properties is akin to that of a slag llne in metal-arc or submerged-arc welding
of steel.
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In thls program, occurrence of beta bond was rare, because mostly DCSP-TIG weldlng
procedures were used. Only two samples of beta bond were observed in M]G weldments.
Both were in _Tnch materlal, in X7038 and 7039 materTals, wlth D1707 filler.
PrecTpTtatlon Effects in Weld Metal
One important factor in the strength of alumlnum-zlnc-magnesTum weldments Ts the physical
performance of the filler metal. Weld metal propertles predomTnantly govern the performance of
weldments under service cond_tTons, or in physical tests. The desTred requlrements of a welding
filler include:
High as-deposlted strength
HTgh ductility in tenslon or bending
AbTl_ty to be deposlted Tn multlpass welds without mTcroflssures or cracks
Freedom from hot cracklng under restralned conditions.
To attaln hlgh strength, an alumlnum filler must contaTn a proper proportlon of alloylng
elements, so that a mTnlmum amount of low meltTng eutectTc materials is present in the
interdendrTtTc interstlces. Graln boundary eutectTcs in weld metal result in hot-shortness. Also,
the same condTtlon often prevents the maklng of multlpass welds, because these graln boundary
chalns tend to pull apart when subjected to the shrTnkage stresses imposed by subsequent passes.
The tendency for preclpltates to form is affected by the amount of nucleatlng elements present,
and also by the presence or absence of such elements as copper in comblnatlon wlth magneslum,
wh|ch can affect the dlffuslon rate of nucleatlng elements and the resultant phases whlch form.
There is a real and important difference between fillers Tnvestlgated in this program wTth
respect to the amount of preclpltate formed along graln boundaries in weldments ( see Figure 53 ).
Welds made wTth fillers 5183 and X5039 ( 3.6% Mg-3.1% Zn ) were relatlvely free from inter-
granular precipltate. Filler D1707 ( 7.4% Zn-3.3% Mg ) had a tendency to form networks
around grain boundarles. F_ller D1495 formed long chalns in areas reheated by subsequent beads,
and it consistently mlcrofissured in these areas.
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In a study of low-value tensile speclmens,a numberof specTmens( about 10 ) were
observedto have no vTsibledefect or twTnnlng. MicroscopicexamTnatTon,however, revealed
that somesampleshad fracturesprogressingthrougha line of fine precipltate. Figure54 shows
sucha fracture. Where low-melting eutectic tendedto form graln boundarynetworks in weld
metal, low tensile values were obtained. FTgure 55 shows a fracture Tn a tensile specTmen of
_-inch 7039-T6 welded wTth D1707. The fracture progressed intergranularly, with several
dTverslons around grains. A number of secondary cracks formed in graTn boundarTes, Tn additTon to
the maln crack path. The two condltlons occurred in only 1% of the specimens to a degree whlch
affected the tensile performance.
Filler alloy 5183 resulted in weldments with the least preferential graln boundary precipltation,
but these weldments were lower in strength than deslred, partTcularly in thlck plate welds wlth
low dilution from parent metal. Alloys D1707and D1495 had poor hot-short characterTstlcs, and
D1495 was somewhat prone to mTcroflssures. Therefore, filler X5039 was the preferred general
composltlon for low crack sensltiv_ty, freedom from twlnning and undesTrable precipitatlon effects.
It also provTded hTgh ductillty, wlth no sacrlflce in tensile strength.
Poroslty
Revlewers of prevTously submTtted reports on thTs project have commented about the porosity
shown in some of the radiographs on test panels and partTcularly in cTrcular patch tests. A few
rewelded plates were requlred, and a few tensile results were discarded where gross poroslty was
observed. The causes for the poroslty were (a) filler wTre surface oxlde, and (b) Tncomplete
penetratlon of welds.
Regardlng filler wlre surface oxlde, the weld wTre in thls program was produced from small
laboratory ingot which was subsequently extruded to _-inch dlameter rod. The extruded redraw
rod dTd not have sufficlent cold work to allow oxlde removal by shavlng, as severe chattering
and breakage occurred. Therefore, the wire was drawn to final sTze without removal of the
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heavy oxide coating. Additionally, no equipment was commercially available at that time to die
shave at final size.
The AI-Zn-Mg wires used in this program were therefore chemically deoxidized. However,
we were not always able to obtain wire which would produce sound welds. There is a limit to the
amount of chemical etching to which a wire may be subjected_ the surface becomes so rough that the
wire will no longer feed properly through the welding equipment. Without complete removal of
oxide, it was inevitable that some porosity would occur.
Many people have observed that, in multlpass welding, the second and subsequent beads
contain more porosity than the first bead. Figure 56 shows this effect. British work ( D. G. Howden
and D. R. Milner, "Hydrogen Absorption in Arc Meltlng", British Welding Journal, June, 1963,
pages 304-16 ) has shown that in supersaturated solid solution, aluminum can contain 50 times the
quantities of hydrogen previously believed possible. This could explain how successive beads
release quantities of hydrogen from underlying beads resulting in increasing porosity with increasing
number of beads.
Figure 57 shows shrinkage porosity in a MIG weldment with D1495 filler. It is possible that
hydrogen influences this porosity, as the fissures are invariably at the end of a chain of precipitate.
It would be natural for hydrogen, rejected from the freezing metal, to settle in the same plane
and place as the last-to-freeze eutectlc materials. The hydrostatic pressure of the hydrogen and
the shrinkage of the weld metal would combine to form the fissures shown. Shrinkage cracks in
weld metal normally begin at the weld bead surface, and progress inward, normal to the direction
of the cracks in Figure 57.
The second cause of porosity, occurring mostly in patch test weldments, was due to incomplete
fusion. A small "boiler" is created when the second side is welded. The heated and rapidly
expanding gas in the unfused area has sufficient reaction pressure against the molten metal to cause
porosity. A cross section showing this condition is shown in Figure 14.
L
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Filler 1A, previously developed by Kaiser Aluminum and used in this progra_has since
been registered with the Aluminum Association as X5039. Commercial lots of this wire have recently
been produced by proper shaving techniques, and this wire has been used to produce 7039 weldments
with acceptable radiographic quality° We therefore conclude that the weld porosity observed in
this program was due to incomplete removal of the hydrated oxide coating From the experimentally
produced weld wire and, in a few cases, due to incomplete weld penetration.
Hardness Surveys
A sample typical of each variation in material, thickness, joint design, and welding procedure
in this program was used in making a hardness survey° Hardness plots for these samples were reported
in monthly progress reports. Typical hardness values for DCSP-TIG weldmen_s are included in
Tables II! and IV, and for MIG weldments in Table X/. The time of natural aging between welding
and the hardness determination is indicated, as the heat-affected zones in these alloys increase in
hardness during the first 30 days or so after welding. Hardness values determined after a minimum
of 26 days' natural aging are summarized and compared in Table XIV. Typical hardness plots for
DC-TIG and MIG weldments in each thickness and with post-weld heat treatment are given in
Figures 58 through 73.
Inspection of Table XIV reveals several interesting trends. First, there was no significant
difference in DC-TIG weld hardness between the filler alloys X5039, D1495, D1707, 5183 and
DC-TIG welds wlth no added filler, for a given parent alloy and thickness. In MIG welds, filler
5183 produced softer weld metal than the other three fillers. Weld fillers of the same composition
resulted in softer weld deposits in 7039 than in X7038, reflecting the lower alloy content of 7039
base material, as diluted with weld metal.
There was considerable variation in minimum hardness values of the heat-affected zone,
reflecting differences in both heat input and post-weld natural aging times. Parent metal hardness
values were quite consistent for each material and temper.
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The effect of post-weld artificial aging, only, or solution treatment and artificial aging of
DC-TIG weldments was to increase minimum weld and heat-affected-zone hardness for all weld
metal compositions and parent materials. Parent material hardness of X7038 and 7039 did not
change significantly with post-weld artificial aging or solution treatment and artificial aging.
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AVERAGE RESULTS OF NOTCHED ( Kt = 6.3) AND UNNOTCHED TENSILE TESTS OF
NON-WELDED AND DCSP-TIG WELDED X7038-T6, X7038-T7 AND 7039-T6 AT 75 AND -320F
Flat, beads - machined - flush specimens, see Figures 1 and 2, pp. 93-94
Base Material
AI lay &
Temper
X7038-T6
Lot
No.
X7038-T6
12831
Gage,
In.
I
"i
8
Rero IIed
From_ in .)
r
Filler
Alloy
Not
Welded
X5039
D1495
D1707
5183
Fusion
Only
Not
Welded
X5039
Post-Weld
Nat. Aging -_
Time, Days' Z
_- 3
i
131
130
122
92
168
166
141
112831
D1495
4
4
4
4
4
4
N um bet
of Samples
75F -320F
4 3 4
4 4 4
4 3 2
4 4 4
4 4 4
3 4 3J
4 4 4
4 I 2
4 3 3
Notched
TS, kpsi
Av. 77.0
Min. 76.9
Max. 77.1
Av. 47.9
Min. 47.2
Max. 48.6
Av. 49.9
Min. 46.0
Max. 50.2
Av. 48.0
Min. 45.4
Max. 51.1
Av. 46.1
Min. 44.8
Max. 46.7
Av. 48.7
Min. 48.0
Max. 49.0
Av. 79.8
Min. 79.6
Max. 80.1
Av. 51.1
Min. 49.8
Max. 52.2
Av. 47.6
Min. 45.7
Max. 49.6
TS,
kpsi
71.2
71.0
71.5
49.5
48.7
50.5
51
5O
51
.0
.4
.7
53.5
52.6
54.3
49.7
48.1
50.4
54.5
53.2
54.1
72.5
72.3
72.6
51.5
48.7
54.2
53.2
51.2
54.5
Tested
YS,
kpsL.i
6'2.5
62.5
62.6
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at 70-75F
El,%
2 In.
12.4
12.0
12.5
4.2
3.0
5.0
4.8
4.5
5.0
4.6
4.0
5.0
4.5
4.0
5.0
4.0
4.0
4.5
14.0
13.5
14.5
6.0
5.0
7.0
7.0
6.5
7.5
Ratio,
NTS/UTS
1.08
1. O8
1.09
0.97
0.93
1.00
0.96
0.89
1.00
0.90
0.84
0.97
0.93
0.89
0.97
0.95
0.89
0.92
1.10
1.10
1.11
0.99
0.93
1.07
0.90
0.84
0.97
Tested at
Notched TS,
TS,kpsi kpsi
78.2 88.6
75.9 88.4
81.7 88.9
53.0 65.2
49.8 64.2
56.9 66.6
55.4 67.2
53.7 65.5
57.7 68.9
60.2 66.4
51.8 62.8
69.9 72.6
51.5 64.2
48.0 55.5
57.9 67.9
54.5 67.5
53.3 65.8
56.5 68.7
84.4 88.9
83.9 88.4
85.4 89.6
55.4 67.5
55.4 64.9
55.4 70.2
55.7 66.5
52.1 64.3
59.0 68.5
-320F
' YS,
kps_ i
74.1
73.0
75.0
43.3
33.6
34.8
45.6
45.3
46.0
46.9
45.4
48.7
40.2
36.6
43.0
47.4
44.6
49.7
79.6
79.3
80.0
44.9
43.5
46.2
45.4
44.3
46.3
El,%
2In.
12.1
11.0
15.0
3.8
3.0
4.0
4.5
4.0
5.0
3.6
3.0
5.5
5.2
4.5
5.5
3.7
3.0
5.0
10.0
8.0
11.0
5.7
4.5
7.0
6.1
6.0
6.5
Ratio,
NTS/UTS
0.88
0.85
0.92
0.81
0.75
0.89
0.82
0.78
0.88
0.91
0.71
1.11
0.80
0.71
1.04
0.81
0.78
0.86
0.95
0.94
0.97
0.82
0.79
0.85
0.84
0.76
1.25
Typical Hardness, Rockwell B
Weld,
Min.
48
52
51
46
43
52
52
H eat-
Affected
Zone, Min
57
46
52
44
56
64
51
Parent
Metal,
Max.
82
84
Aging
Time,
Days
105
104
96
146
145
65
35
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Base Material
AIIoy &
Temper
X7038-T6
V
X7038-T6
_t
X7038-T7
Lot Gage,
No. In.
Filler
Post-Weld
Nat. Aging
Time, Days
12831 ¼ ) 1707
_183
141
,r
5571
12831
Fusion
Onlyjr
Not
Welded
X5039
D1495
D 1707
5183
Fusion
Only
Not
Welded(Rerolled
from ¼ in
46
102
179
174
173
175
181
Number
of Saml_
_ -320F
, "_
•
4
2
4
3 4 4 4
4 2 4 3
4 3 4 4
4 4 4 3
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
Av.
Min.
Max.
Av.
Min.
Max.
Notched
TS, kpsl
49.0
46.3
52.8
50.1
47.5
53.7
Tested
53.0
52.5
53.4
52.7
52.6
52.8
Av.
Min.
Max.
50.7
50.2
51.1
54.0
52.4
55.2
Av.
Min.
Max.
82.1
81.0
83.1
74.4
73.9
75.1
Av.
Min.
Max.
50.3
49.8
50.5
53.1
53.0
53.2
Av.
Min.
Max.
51.1
50.2
52.6
53.2
51.7
54.7
Av.
Min.
Max.
51.8
50.5
52.4
53.5
53.0
53.8
Av.
Min.
Max.
Av.
Min.
Max •
Av.
Min.
Max.
47.8
46.6
49.4
50.7
48.3
53.6
64.2
64.1
64.4
53.8
53.2
54.3
55.5
55.2
56.1
60.1
59.8
60.4
35.1
34.6
35.7
34.3
34.3
34.3
38.1
37.4
38.5
69.5
69.0
70.3
33.4
33.4
33.5
33.3
32.2
34.5
33.8
33.6
34.1
32.5
32.2
32.6
35.7
35.1
36.4
47.9
47.8
48.2
at 70-75F
El .%
2 In.
6.8
6.0
7.0
7.5
7.5
7.5
5.5
5.0
6.0
10.6
10.0
11.0
10.5
10.0
11.0
J 10.010.0
10.0
10.0
9.0
11.0
12.0
11.0
13.0
I 12.1
10.0
12.5
!
13.413.0
13.5
|
Ratio,
NTS/UTS
0.92
0.87
1.00
0.95
0.90
1.02
0.94
0.92
0.98
1.10
1.08
1.13
0.96
0.94
1.03
0.92
0.92
0.93
0.96
0.94
0.99
0.88
0.87
0.93
0.91
0.86
0.97
I .07
1.06
I .08
Tested at -320F
Notched
TS,l_psi
54.0
51.3
56.0
54.9
53.1
57.0
51.0
50.5
51.9
85.9
83.0
89.1
49.4
46.3
51.4
49.0
47.5
52.0
50.3
48.3
51.8
47.6
46.8
49.7
51.3
46.4
54.0
70.6
70.2
70.8
TS,
kpsl
58.3
48.5
62.7
68.2
66.6
69.9
57.8
51.4
66.0
92.1
91.2
92.7
59.8
58.4
60.9
59.2
56.5
64.7
60.2
56.7
65.5
62.7
58.2
65.1
63.9
62.6
66.1
YS,
kpsi
45.3
44.8
46.3
42.2
41.3
43.1
47.2
46.6
48.2
82.8
82.4
83.1
40.8
40.7
40.9
40.0
38.7
41.3
40.5
40.6
41.1
39.8
39.5
40.8
43.0
42.3
43.7
56.8
56.4
57.2
,; , - ,_ •
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El.%
2 In.
3.8 0
2.0 0
7.0 1
8.7 0
8.0 0
9.5 0
2.8 0
1.0 0
5.0 1
12.0 0
11.0 0
13.0 0
5.5 0
4.5 0
6.0 0
5.3 0
4_0 0
8.0 0
5.6 0
4.O 0
8.0 1
6.7 0
5.0 0
8.0 0
Ratio
iNTS/U?S
.92
.77
.27
.80
.76
.86
.88
.76
.03
.93
.90
.98
.82
.76
.99
.82
.73
.92
.83
.74
.00
.76
.72
.85
Typical Hardness, Rockwell B
Weld,
Min.
52
57
61
56
55
62
52
Heat-
Affected
Zone, Min.
42
58
67
51
47
5O
5O
Parent
Metal,
Max.
84
85
Aging
Time,
Days
35
166
159
53
53
54
52
6.8
6.0
8.5
16.3
16.0
17.0
0.80
0.70
0.86
0.88
0.88
0.89
6O 54 6O
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BaseMaterial
AIIoy &
Temper
X7038-T7
¥
X7038-T7
Lot
No.
12831
¥
12841
Gage,
In.
(Rerolled
from ¼ in .)
1
P
Filler
AIIoy
X5039
D 1495
D1707
5183
Fusion
Only
Not
Welded
X5039
D1495
D1707
5183
Fusion
Only
Post=Weld
Nat. Aging
Time, Days
141
173
81
91
165
170
135
135
42
165
Number
of Samples
75F -320F
_ 2
oo0 c
L _ Z
44 4 4
44 4 4
44 4 4
44 4 4
i
t
44 4 ¢
44 4 ¢
44 4 4
44 4 4
22 3 3
44 4 4
Notched
TS,kpsi
Av° 47.2
Min. 45.6
Max. 48.7
Av. 50.8
Min. 50.5
Max. 51.1
Av° 46.4
Min. 43.8
Max. 47.9
Av. 44.0
Min. 38.2
Max. 47.6
Av. 49.2
Min. 48.8
Max. 50.2
Av. 60.8
Min. 60.4
Max. 61.2
Av. 49.4
Min. 48.8
Max. 50.6
Av. 51.9
Min. 50.9
Max. 52.4
Av. 51.2
Min. 50.5
Max. 52.7
Av. 46.6
Min. 45.3
Max. 47.9
Av. 49.3
Min. 48.0
Max. 51.2
Tested
TS, YS,
kpsi kpsi
49.6 35.1
48.2 35.0
51.5 35.3
52.8 37.1
50.9 36.5
54.8 37.7
52.1 35.4
49.6 34.8 i53.7 5.
48.6 33.7
44.3 31.0
51.2 35.3 i
I
52.0 37.2
51.2 35.8 i
I53.2 38.1
56.0 43.0
55.8 42.7 J
56.3 43.3
53.9 35.6 !
53.1 35.1
54.8 36.1 j
I
53.2 34.6
52.6 34.4 J3.8 .8
53.0 33.7
51.5 32.9
54.5 34.4
49.9 32.8
49.9 32.6
50.0 33.1
54.8 !36.3.1 35.9
55.1 i 36.7
NO. MS PR 64-12
PAGE NO.
at 70-75F
El,% Ratlo,
2In.____. NTS/UTS
4.9 0.95
4.0 0.90
5.0 1.01
5.8 0.96
5.0 0.92
7.0 1.00
6.1 0.88
5.0 0.83
7.0 0.97
3.9 0.91
2.5 0.75
4.5 1.07
Tested at -320F
Notched
55.2
51.4
58.9
55.7
53.1
59.6
50.5
46.0
55.4
52.8
45.8
61.6
TS, YS,
64.8 44.4
63.4 43.9
67.3 45.3
68.2 46.0
66.7 44.9
70.0 46.7
64.2 41.6
60.900 40.5
66.0 42.7
63.9 41.3
56.8 39.1
68.5 43.9
El ,% Ratio,
2 In. NTS/UTS
4.5 0.85
4.0 0.76
5.0 0.93
6.1 0.81
5.5 0.76
7.0 0.89
6.0 0.78
5.0 0.70
6.5 0,91
4.9 0.83
3.0 0.67
6.0 I .08
5.1 0.95 54.3 66.4 47.1 5.2 0.82
4.0 0.91 52.3 64.7 44.7 4.0 0.76
6.0 0.98 55.6 67.8 49.6 7.0 0.86
15.9 1.09 65.6 74.3 50.6 18.8 0.88
15.5 1.07 65.2 74.2 50.4 18.5 0.88
16.0 1.09 65.9 74.9 51.0 19.0 0.89
7.5 0.92 52.3 65.7 44.7 6.4 0.80
7.0 0.89 50.4 60.5 43.8 4.0 0.73
8.0 0.95 55.1 68.7 45.5 8.5 0.91
10.8 0.98 58.6 65.7 44.2 7.0 0.89
8.5 0.95 57.0 61.8 43.5 4.0 0.80
13.0 1.00 60.2 67.9 45.2 11.0 0.97
12.4 0.97 56.5 66.3 42.6 8.4 0.85
9.5 0.93 51.5 64.8 41.3 7.0 0.74
14.0 1.02 60.2 69.4 43.4 10.0 0.93
7.0 0.93 51.8 67.0 40.5 7_8 0.77
7.0 0.91 49.5 65.2 40.3 7.5 0.71
7.0 0.96 55.3 69.4 40.7 8.0 0.85
10.8 0.90 52.7 58.4 44.5 4.0 0.90
7.5 0.87 51.2 53.3 43.6 3.0 0.84
12.0 0.95 54.1 61.2 46.3 5.0 1.01
Weld,
Min.
46
47
5O
46
Typical Hardness, Rockwell B
Heat-
Affected
Zone, Min.
47
44
43
Parent
Metal,
Max.
_T
8
53
_P
56 57 74
49
51
56
58
53
51
62
62
• t-"
Aging
Time,
92
69
145
142
64
67
34
162
52
NO. MS PR 64-12
PAGE NO, 54 TABLE III ( CONT'D )
Base Material
AIIoy &
Temper
X7038-T7
17039-T6
Lot
No.
5581
¥
253611
' i
Gage,
In.
3
Filler
Alloy
Not
Welded
X5039
D1495
D 1707
5183
Fusion
Only
Not
Welded
X5039
D1495
D1707
1
5183
Post-Weld
Nat. Aging
Time, Days
179
162
180
179
49
66
66
66
66
N umber
of Samples
75F -320F
"1o "O
U _ U
.,?.oi o u o
0 : ¢- 0 e-
ZIp Z D
314 4
414 4
414 4
414 4
414 4
213 3
414 4
414 4
414 3
413 4
413 4
Notched
TS,kpsi
4 Av. 60.5
IMin. 60.3
Max. 60.6
3 Av. 50.9
Min. 48.6
rx. 53.14 . 51.3
_Min. 48.6
Max. 51.9
2 Av. 51.0
Min. 48.2
Max. 51.9
4 Av. 48.7
Min. 48.1
Max. 49.2
2 Av. 51.8
Min. 51.0
Max. 52.7
4 Av. 66.3
Min. 66.1
Max. 66.5
4 Av. 43.3
Min. 39.8
Max. 45.4
4 Av. 44.4
Min. 42.7
Max. 46.3
3 Av. 43.2
Min. 41.3
Max. 46.7
3 Av. 41.4
Min. 38.6
V_ax. 43.8
Tested
TS, YS,
kps._.i kps.._.L
58.2 44.9
58.1 44.8
58.3 45.0
52.3 33.2
51.8 32.8
53.0 33.7
52.2 32.91
52.1 32.6
52.5 33.1
52.2 32.8
52.0 32.5
52.7 33.2
52.6 31.7
51.8 31.2
53.3 32.0
50.5 32.0
47.0 31.5
53.0 32.71
I
63.3 56.6
63.2 56.3
63.6 56.8
46.0 30.0
43.4 28.5
48.1 31.2
47.0 30.5
44.5 29.0
50.5 32.5
49.2 31.7
44.1 29.3
51.9 33.1
45.2 29.0
44.6 28.2
45.8 29.7
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 55
at 70-75F
El,%
2 In.
13.5
13.0
14.0
11.3
11.0
11.5
10.2
10.0
11.0
9.5
9.0
10.0
11.0
9.0
12.0
8.0
5.5
10.0
14.0
14.0
14.0
5.0
4.5
5.5
5.0
4.0
6.0
5.5
4.5
6.0
4.8
4.5
5.0
Ratio,
NTS/UTS
1.04
1.03
1.04
0.97
0.92
1.02
0.98
0.93
1.00
0.97
0.91
1.00
0.92
0.90
0.92
1.02
0.96
1.12
I .01
I .04
I .05
0.94
0.83
1.04
0.94
0.85
1.04
0.88
0.80
1.17
0.92
0.84
0.98
Notched
TS,kpsi
67.1
66.9
67.5
50.9
49.3
52.5
47.2
40.1
50.8
52.3
50.8
52.5
46.7
45.3
47.7
55.2
52.4
57.2
78.0
77.9
78.1
48.9
45.5
51.5
48.8
47.0
49.8
47.5
46.5
49.2
Tested at -320F
kps.___i
77.0
76.8
77.2
TS, YS,
kpsi
53.2
52.9
53.4
58.4
53.1
62.3
60.7
56.0
64.7
61.4
58.5
64.4
63.6
61.7
66.3
66.5
65.1
68.0
79 o8
79.6
79.9
63.0
60.0
66.1
57.7
54.7
61.7
57.6
45.2
63.4
47.4
46.3
49.9
61.4
60.2
62.9
39.7
39.2
40.2
39.3
38.6
39.7
39.8
38.8
40.0
38.1
36.8
39.7
39.9
39.9
39.9
67.4
67.2
67.7
36.5
34.8
38.4
37.4
35.4
39.9
35.7
29.6
39.2
35.5
34.5
36.2
El,%
2 In.
16.0
15.5
17.0
5.3
3.5
7.0
6.3
4.0
8.5
6.2
5.0
7.5
8.3
7.0
9.5
9.5
8.5
10.5
19.5
19.0
20.0
7.0
6.0
8.0
4.8
4.5
5.5
6.5
4.5
8.0
7.3
6.0!
8.0J
Rat io,
NTS/UTS
0.87
0.87
0.88
0.87
0.77
0.79
1.07
0.88
0.75
0.91
0.70
0.68
0.72
0.83
0.77
0.81
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.78
0.74
0.86
0.85
0.76
0.95
0.82
0.71
1.09
0.77
0.74
0.83
Weld,
Min.
55
54
6O
5O
65
39
38
4O
23
Tyl_ical Hardness, Rockwell B
Parent
Metal,
Max.
Heat-
Affected
Zone, Min.
mD mn
50 7O
50
50
47
52
33 75
40
33
32
Aging
Time,
Days
53
53
51
52
169
27
27
27
27
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 56 TABLE Ill ( CONT'D )
Base Material
AI lay &
Temper
2039-T6
7039-T6
Lot Gag_
No. In.
253611 8
253581 _o
T V
Filler
Alloy
Fusion
Only
Not
Welded
X5039
Post-Weld
Nat. Aging
Time, Day s
66
69
D 1495 69
D1707
5183
Fusion
Only
69
69
69
7039-T6
i
157841 a Not
Welded
X5039 196
D 1495 179
Number
of Samples
75F -320F
4 2 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 3
4_4 4 4
4 4 4 2
4 4 4 4
iAv •
Min.
Max •
iAv.
Min.
IMax.
iAv.
Min.
;Max.
4 4 4 3
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 3
Av.
Min.
Max.
Av.
Min.
!Max.
!Av.
iMin.
!
!Max.
:Av.
!Min.
_Max.
iAv •
_Min.
!Max.
Mox.
IAv.
';Min.
Max.
[
Notched
TS, k psi
44.5
44.4
45.8
69.8
69.6
70.1
51.0
50.4
51.4
50.5
50.1
50.9
50.4
47.5
53.0
49.6
48.6
51.7
51.5
51.3
51.7
72.2
71.8
72.5
48.4
48.1
49.3
48.5
47.2
49.7
Tested
TS,J YS,
kps.___].ii kpsi
48.01 32.8
47.7i 32.8
48.2 32.9
i
63.4 56.9
63.2 56.8
63.5! 57.0
+
51.6}
50.61
52.51
31.8
31.1
32.2
54.3 32.8
52.31 32.5 !
55.1 32.9
L
54.2! 33.0
52.4! 32.2
56.0: 33.6
50.5 31.0
47.9 30.8
52.1 31.6
i
53.4 32.6
52.1 31.8
55.4 33.3
67.4 60.7
67.0 60.3
67.7 61.0
51.0
49.8
51.8
50.8
50.3
51.3
30.8
29.8
31 8i
" i
31.8
31.1i
32.6 I:
I
TABLE If! ( CONT'D )
NO. MS PR 64-12
PAGE NO. 57
at 70-75F
El,%
2 In.
4.5
4.5
4.5
15.8
15.5
16.0
9.5
7.5
11.0
11.0
9.0
12.0
11.1
9.5
13.0
9.3
8.0
10.0
9.5
9.0
10.5
12.1
12.0
12.5
13.0
13.0
13.0
12.2
12.0
12.5
Ratio,
NTS/UTS
0.94
0.92
0.96
Notched
TSrkpsi
Tested at -320F
YS,
kpsi
Typical Hardness, Rockwell B
TS,
kpsl
50.8
50.1
51.4
63.0
60.5
65.0
38.8
38.1
39.6
El,%
2 In.
5.9
5.0
6.5
Ratio, Weld,
NTS/UTS Min.
0.81 24
0.77
0.85
H eat-
Affected
Zone, Min.
48
Parent
Metal,
Max.
75
Aging
Time,
.Day s
! 27
1.08
1.06
1.10
0.99
0.96
1.01
0.93
0.91
0.97
0.93
0.85
1.01
0.97
0.93
1.08
0.96
0.93
0.99
1.07
1.06
1.08
0.94
0.92
0.99
0.95
0.93
0.99
80.1
79.9
80.3
50.6
50.2
50.9
51.1
50.6
51.4
51.3
49.1
53.7
49.6
47.9
52.1
51.4
50.7
52.1
83.2
82.8
83.8
48.9
47.3
50.0
48.5
45.3
52.3
80.2
80.0
8O .4
60.8
60.3
61.1
52.5
47.9
57.9
61.3
54.9
67.7
57.6
50.1
62.6
60.9
58.2
64.4
85.2
85.1
85.5
61.0
57.5
66.6
62.7
58.1
66.6
67.0
65.1
67.8
38.1
38.1
38.2
39.5
39.2
39.8
39.8
39.8
39.9
37.7
37.4
38.0
38.9
38.5
39.2
72.4
72.2
72.6
38.2
37.6
38.6
38.2
37.7
38.7
19.0
19.0
19.0
6.8
6.5
7.5
4.0
2.5
6.0
8.0
3.0
11.0
6.0
3.5
7.5
7.5
6.5
9.5
16.8
16.0
17.0
9.3
7.0
14.0
9.6
6.0
14.0
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.84
0.81
0.97
0.97
0.87
1.07
0.84
0.73
0.98
0.86
0.80
I .04
0.84
0.79
0.90
0.98
0.97
0.98
0.80
0.71
0.87
0.77
0.68
0.92
41
43
62
36
43
47
5O
42
44
63
46
44
48
45
80 26
26
26
26I
I 26
!
84
52
NO. MS PR 64-12
PAGE NO.
TABLE Ill ( CONT'D )
Base Material
Alloy & Lot
Temper No.
7039-T6 157841
Gage
In.
Filler
Alloy
D1707
5183
Fusion
Only
Post- We Id
Nat. Aging
Time, Days
180
179
208
Number
of Sam >les
75F
-O
u I 0
l i
414
212
414
-320F
"o
"O e-
u
u 0
._ t-
O
Z D
4 3
2 2
4 4
_lotched,
TS, kpsl
Av. 48.9
Min. 47.6
Max. 49.8
Av. 46.1
Min. 46.1
Max.46.2
Av. 52.0
Min. 50.4
Max. 53.2
Tested
TS
kpj
49.8
49.0
50.4
49.6
48.6
50.7
53.7
52.9
54.3
31.2
30.8
31.9
29.0
28.5
29.6
34.4
33.9
34.9
TABLE Ill ( CONT'D )
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 59
at 70-75F
El,% Ratio,
2 in. NTS/UTS
10.0 0.98
9.0 0.94
11.0 1.02
12.0 0.92
12.0 0.91
12.0 0.95
11.2 0.95
10.0 0.93
11.5 0.97
Notched
TS,_psi
46.6
42.6
50.1
47.6
46.8
48.5
52.9
51.5
53.7
"ested at -320F
56.3
51.2
65.3
63.9
60.7
67.2
64.2
56.0
70.2
Typical Hardnes
38.4
38.2
38.9
36.2
36.2
36.3
42.1
41.7
42.5
El,% Ratio,
2 In. NTS/UTS
Weld,
Min.
4.0
4.0
4.0
12.0
10.0
14.0
9.1
4.0
16.0
0.71
0.65
0.96
0.74
0.70
0.80
0.82
0.73
0.93
57
38
55
H eat -
Affected
Zone, Min.
45
45
58
Parent
Metal,
Max.
i' Rockwell B
Aging
Time,
Days
8O 53
52
140
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 60
TABLE IV
AVERAGERESULTSOF NOTCHED( Kt = 6.3 ) AND UNNOTCHEDTENSILETESTS-
_-INCH X7038-T6 PARENTAND DCSP-TIGWELDED,AS-WELDEDVS POST-WELD
• TH ERMAL TREATMENT
Filler
AI lay
Not
Welded
X5039
D 1495
D1707
5183
Fusion
Only
X5039
D 1495
D1707
Test
Condition
Parent
-T6
As-
Welded
,r
Art. Aged
48 hr @ 250F
Number
of Samples
75F -320F
Time Interval,
Days at Room Temp. "_
Weld or _ _ "_
Art. Aged -_ _ "_ _s
to Test Z _ Z D
Weld to
Thermal
Treatment
53
23
44 44
166 4 4 1 2
141 4 4 3 3
141 4 4 4 4
46 2 2 3 2
102 4 4 4 4
123
124
22 126
Notched
TS_kpsi
Av. 79.8
Min. 79.6
Max. 80.1
Av. 51.1
Min. 49.8
Max. 52.2
Av°
Min.
Max.
47.6
45.7
49.6
Av.
Min.
Max.
49.0
46.3
52.8
Av.
Min.
Max.
50. I
47.5
53.7
Av. 50.7
Min. 50.2
Max. 51.1
4 4 4 4 Av. 61.8
Min. 59.2
Max. 64.0
4 i i 4 Av. 58.9
Min. 57.1
Max. 60.2
4 4 Av. 60.6
Min. 59.9
Max. 61.4
Tested at 70-75F
TS, YS,
k__k 
72.5 67.2
72.3 67.0
72.7 67.3
51.5 35.4
48.7 34.7
54.2 36.0
53.2 35.4
51.2 34.8
54.5 35.8
53.0 35.1
52.5 34.6
53.4 35.7
52.7 34.3
52.6 34.352.8 34.3
54.0 38.1
52.4 37.4
55.2 38.5
56.3
54.6
58.0
57.6
57.0
58.9
55.7
5E.9
6C.I
El
2
,%
In.
4.0
3.5
4.5
i
Ratio,
qTS/UTS
1.10
0.99
0.90
0.92
0.95
0.94
1.10
1.02
1.02
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 61
Notched
TS,kpsi
84.4
83.9
85.4
55.4
55.4
55.4
55.7
52.1
59.0
54.0
51.3
56.0
54.9
53.1
57.0
51.0
50.5
51.9
71.0
67.8
75.3
68.4
61.8
75.0
68.6
65.5
75.6
Testedat -320F
i
TS, YS,
kpsi kpsl
88.9 79.6
88.4 79.3
89.6 80.0
67.5 44.9
64.9 43.5
70.2 46.2
66.5 45.4
64.3 44.3
68.5 46.3
58.3 45.3
48.5 44.8
66.5 46.3
68.2 42.2
66.6 41.3
69.9 43.1
57.8 47.2
51.4 46.6
66.0 48.2
72.2 59.1
67.5 57.1
75.3 61.0
70.8 59.9
68.5 56.4
73.6 61.2
72.3 62.8
71.3 62.5
74.2 62.9
El,%
2 In.
10.0
8.0
11.0
5.7
4.5
7.0
6.1
6.0
6.5
3.8
2.0
7.0
8.7
8.0
9.5
2.8
1.0
5.0
3.2
2.5
4.0
2.7
2.0
3.0
Ratio,
NTS/UTS
0.95
0.82
0.84
0.92
0.80
0.88
0.98
0.95
Weld,
52
52
52
57
61
64
65
68
.Typical Hardness Rockwell B
Heat-
Affected
Zone, Min
58
51
42
59
67
66
2.1
2.0
2.5
0.95
67
Min.
71
Parent Aging
Metal, Time,
Max. Days
84 65
84 35
87 35
84 166
83 159
85 45
85 45
85 45
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 62
TABLE IV ( CONT'D
Filler
Alloy
5183
Fusion
Only
X5039
D1495
D1707
5183
Fusion
Only
Test
Condition
Art. Aged
48 hr @ 250F
H.T. and
Art. Aged
,r
Time Interval,
D_E._ysat Room Temp.
Weld to
Thermal
Treatment
154
143
17
23
22
Weld or
Art. Aged
to Test
124
124
126
126
126
154
143
129
129
Number
of Samples
75F -320F
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 3 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 3 4 4
Tested at 70-75F
Notched t TS, YS, 'El,% i Ratio,
TS,kpsi _ kpsl 2 In. INTS/UT, c
_v. 58.0 56.2 48.2
_in. 57.0 52.7 43.8
_ax. 58.8 59.0 51.0
_,v. 63.7 61.8 55.1
_Ain. 60.6 59.9 54.2
_Aax. 65.5 63.1 55.6
_v. 70.1 66.7 60.6
Min. 66.7 65.6 59.3
Max. 73.5 68.7 62.9
Av. 68.2 67.2 60.8
Min. 65.7 64.3 59.3
Max. 69.7 68.6 62.5
Av. 71.3 68.6 61.8
Min. 68.8 68.4 61.3
Max. 74.2 69.0 62.2
_v. 66.8 64.2 58.2
Min. 64.3 62.8 57.8
Max. 68.0 64.9 59.2
Av. 71.0 69.2 61.9
Min. 69.9 68.3 61.1
Max. 72.8 70.4 62.8
3.0 1.03
2.5
4.0
3.3 1.03
3.0
4.0
6.0 1.05
5.0
8.0
5.2 1.01
4.5
6.0
6.2 1.04
6.0
7.0
4.2 1.04
4.0
5.0
6.9 1.03
6.5
8.0
L
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 63
67.8
58.5
75.9
64.5
59.5
68.0
76.5
70.7
85.6
71.1
65.7
75.5
72.8
65.3
79.2
70.4
62.4
75.6
59.7
56.7
62.6
Testedat-320F
TS, YS,
k_psl
72.5 58.0
71.0 54.0
74.2 61.1
71.9 66.1
66.9 64.5
74.6 68.2
79.2 72.5
78.1 71.5
82.2 73.1
77.5 72.2
73.8 71.0
82.1 73.1
78.6 72.8
76.3 71.8
80.2 73.5
74.9 69.5
73.9 68.7
75.8 70.0
77.5 74.4
76.4 73.0
78.8 77.0
El,%
2 In.
3.2
3.0
4.0
2.1
2.0
2.5
2.8
2.0
4.0
2.6
1.5
4.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.7
1.5
2.0
Ratio,
NTS/UTS
0.95
0.90
0.97
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.77
Weld,
Min.
63
71
79
8O
79
77
8O
Typical Hardness, Rockwell B
Heat-
Affected
Zone, Min.
62
75
8O
81
8O
79
81
Parent
Metal,
Max.
85
84
83
83
83
83
83
Aging
Time,
Days
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
NO. MSPR64-12
PAGENO. 64
TABLE V
GUIDEDBENDTESTSOF ANNEALEDMATERIAL_
Ratioof BendRadius to Thickness,
Tested Transverse to Rolling Direction
G age,
In. 7039-O 2014-O 2024-0 2219-O 5083-O
0._4 --- 0 --- 0.5-1.5 0-0.5
0.125 0 0 0 0.5-1.5 0-1
0.250 --- 0-1 0-1 1-2 0.5-1.5
0.375 0.65 1.5-3 1.5-3 1-2 1.5-2
0.500 0.65 3-5 3-5 2-3 1.5-2.5
O. 750 O. 65 ...... 2-3 ---
I •_ ......... 3-4 ....
I .38 I .0 ............
Data from Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation, Department of Metallurgical
Research not developed in this contract.
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 6-----"5
TABLE VI
GUIDED BEND TESTS FOR HARDENED TEMPERS OF VARIOUS ALUMINUM ALLOYS _"
Ratio of Bend Radius to Thickness, Tested Transverse to Roll ing Direction
Gaget
In. 7039-T6
0.064 1.2
0. 125 1.8
0.250 1.8-2.5
0.375 1 . 8-2.5
0.500 1. 8-2.5
0.750 1. 8-2.5
I .00 I .8-2.5
I .25 2.6
I .38 2.6
I .50 2.6
2014-T6 2219-T87 5083-Hl13
3-5 3-5 0.5-1
4-6 4_ 0.5-1
6-10 6-9 1-2
7-10 7-10 1.5-2
8-11 8-11 2-3
Data from Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation, Department of Metallurgical
Research_not developed in this contract.
NO. MS PR64-12
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PAGE NO. 73TABLE XII
SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF TENSILE SPECIMENS HAVING ABNORMALLY LOW VALUES
Weld
Process
DCSP-TIG
Thick, Weld
Material in. Filler Twinning
X7038-T6 ! None 28
D 1495 2
D 1707 1
5183 2
Number of Specimens Observed With:
Oxide- Fract. Thru Intergranular
Dross Precip. Dots Fracture
z__ None 1 1
X5039 2 2 1
D 1495 2
D 1707 2 2
5183 1 1
3 X5039 3z_
D1495 1
D 1707 1 1
X7038-T7 ! 5183 3 1 18
z_ X5039 1 1
D 1495 1 1
D 1707 1
_3 D 1707 1 1
5183 1 1
HAZ Micro-
fissuring
MIG
7039-T6 8 X5039 2
D1495 1
D1707 1 1
5183 1 1
3 None 1
X5039 1
D1707 1
5183 1 1
3_ None 1
D 1495 1
D 1707 1
X7038-T6 X5039 1 1
D1495 1 1
D1707 1 1
X7038-T7
D1707 1 1
_- D 1495 1 1
D 1707 1 1
-_ D 1707 1
,&
D 1707 17039-T6
5183 1
Totals 26 25 7 11 6
% of Total _'zl 2.9 2.9 0.5 1 0.5
(zl There were approximately 900 tensile specimens in the entire test program.
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 7----'4 TABLE XIII
ANALYSIS OF FAILURES OF WELDMENTS WITH LOW
TENSILE STRENGTH - ALLOYS X7038-T6, X7038-T7 AND 7039-T6
Welding
Process
No. Weld Procedure
Thick, Filler Specimen of Travel,
Material In. AIIoy No. Beads Volts Amp s ipm
Test
Specimen Temp, F
DC SP-T! G X7038-T6 0. 125
0. 250
None
D 1495
D 1707
5183
None
L1670-D
L1670-G "
8.5-9 125 11 Unnotched
II II II
L1706-E " 10 135 "
L1707-C " " " "
L1708-F " " " "
L1952-F " " 150 "
L1953-C " " " "
L1664-C " " 135 "
L1664-G "
L1649-2 2
75
L1650-2
II II
8.5 265
II
18
Notched
Unnotched
Notched
Unnotched
Notched
-320
75
L
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGENO. 75 
--
Tensile Deviation from 
Strength , Maximum Sample , 
Observations 
\eta1 lographic Examination 
Meld .H AZ Visual 
Twinning I 
psi Photo of Fracture 
I 
psi 
42 , 900 -11,600 
~ 
Twinning 54 , 400 -14,300 
Oxide l ine 46 , 700 
- ---- - -  
48 , 400 
-22 , 200 
Twinning - 9,300 
Twinning 59 , 300 
60 , 900 
- 9,600 
- 5,100 Vert. oxide 
I ine 
Twinning 46 , 000 - 9,400 
. L .  failure not 
i r u  red. sec; tw 
t root o f  notch 
48 , 000 - 9,900 S 
Twinning 55 , 500 -1 2 , 400 
- 
59 , 500 Twinning - 8,500 
Fracture 
thru precip 
dots 
Sound 60 , 600 - 5,000 
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 76 TABLE XIII ( CONT'D )
Welding
Process Material
Thick,
In.
Filler
Alloy
No.
Specimen of
No. Beads
Weld Procedure
Travel,
Volts Amps ipm
Test
Specimen Temp, F
DCSP-TIG X7038-T6 0.: 5O X5039
D1495
•1762-3
.1780-1
.1781-7
.1812-2
L 1786-3
L1791-6
I0
10.5
300 11 Unnotched
Notched
" Unnotched
" Notched
II II
" Unnotched
7O
-320
D 1707 II II
II |I
Notched
Unnotched
7O
-320
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGENO. 77 
---- --- -------  ----- ---_ - 
Tensile Deviation from Observations 
Strength, Maximum Sample, Metal lographic Examination 
HAZ psi Photo of Fracture Visual We'd 
I 
psi 
P 7 0 0  
- 5,500 Dross line 
I 
59,200 - 5,000 Sound Fracture thru 
precip. dots 
- 7,800 67,500 Twinning 
54,200 -3 ,400 Oxide 
twinning 
Coarse precip. 
in weld 
61,800 Twinning - 6,900 
I 
73,800 - 8,300 Twinning 
46,300 - 6,500 Tiny oxide 
spot 
48,500 -18,000 Brown area 
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 78 TABLE XIII ( CONT'D )
Welding
Process
DCSP-TIG
II
Material
X7038-T6
Thick, Filler
In. AIIoy
No. Weld Procedure
Specimen of Travel, Test
No. Beads Volts Am ,s Specimen
0.250 D1707 L1796-3 1
0.750
" _ L1798-2 "
5183
X5039
D1495
L1814-4 "
L1820-3 "
L1821-A 2
L1822-B
L1823-D "
L1826-B
10.5 3OO
10.5-11
11
II II
400 4
II II
II II
Notched
Unnotched
Temp, F
-320
7O
-320
75
-320
75
NO. MS PR 64-12 I PAGENO. 79 
49 , 000 
I 
, 41,500 
48 , 900 
I 
, 44,900 
psi 
- 1 0,600 
I 
Tensile Deviation from 
Strength, Maximum Sampl 
psi 
65,000 
65,300 
52 , 700 
62,400 
e, 
-13,900 
- 6,300 
-12,000 
- 4,000 
-1 1 , 700 
-13,400 
- 9,800 
Photo of Fracture Visual 
winning 
winning 
ound 
winning 
arge dross 
I arge 
ross 
koss spot 
arge dross 
Dots 
Observations 
Metal lographic Examination 
Weld HAZ 
lagged inter- 
y-anular crack 
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 8O TABLE XIII ( CONT'D )
Welding
Process Material
Filler Specimen
No.
No.
of
Bead._.__s
Weld Procedure
Travel,
Vo It.____s Amps _Lpm
Test
Specimen Temp,
DC SP-TI G X7038-T6
X7038-T7
0.750
0. 125
0.250
D 1707
5183
X5039
D1495
L1830-C
L1666-D
L 1667-A
L1668-B
L1668-C
L 1764-3
L 1765-4
L 1805-5
I 0.5 -I I
I0
10.5
400
135
300
4
11
Unnotched
Notched
Unnotched
Notched
Unnotched
-320
II
75
-320
75
-320
61,800 
I 
wsi  
-13,900 
-1 1 , 700 
- 9,400 
-15,800 
- 6,900 
+ 2,400 
- 8,200 
- 9,100 
Photo of Fracture 
Observations 
Metal lographic Examination 
Visual Weld HAZ 
iny dross, 
winning 
)Toss , 
winning 
winning 
winning 
ound 
winning 
Ixide line 
Ix ide line 
Fracture 
thru precip. 
dots 
Multiple 
in tergranu I ar 
cracks 
NO, MSPR64-12
PAGENO. 82 TABLE Xlll ( CONT D )
Welding
Process Material
DCSP-TIG X7038-T7
7039-T6
Thick,
In.
0.250
Filler
Alloy
0.750
D 1707
5183
X5039
Specimen
No.
L 1803-2
L1831-C
L1832-D
L 1840-G
L1861-F
L1900-B
L 1862--C
No.
of
Beads
Weld Procedure
Vo I ts Am
10.5 300
1 400
160
Travel,
11
4
Specimen Temp, F
Unnotched
Notched
Unnotched
Notched
-320
75
-320
II II
0. 125
D1495 L 1863-H
2
10
10.5-1
12
Test
Notched
Tensile Deviation from 
Strength, Maximum Sample, 
0 bserva t ions 
Metal lographic Exam inat ion 
We1 d psi Visual Photo of Fracture psi HAZ 
51,500 - 6,300 'winning 
bund 
Severe inter- 
granular crack- 
i ng 
54,900 - 9,500 
54,200 hoss spots -1 0,200 
Severe inter- 
granular 
cracking 
45,300 - 2,400 rwinning 
43,400 - 4,700 rwinning 
~~ 
Twinning 41,000 - 7,000 \lone Not available. See Fig. 46 
45,500 - 6,000 rwinning 
Dross spot I 52f700 - 9,000 
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 84 TABLE Xli! ( CONT'D )
Welding
Process Material
Thick,
In.
No.
Filler Specimen of
Alloy No. Beads
Weld Procedure
Travel, Test
Volts Amps ipm Specimen Temp, F
DCSP-TIG 7039-T6 0. 125
0.375
D1707
5183
None
X5039
D 1707
L1865-B
L1865-F
L1867-A
L1868-H
L1869-G
LI874-H
I0
10-10.5
160
260-
290
280-
310
12
10
12
Notched
Unnotched
Notched
Unnotched
75
-320
L1880-B II II Notched
53 , 700 I 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGENO. 85 
--
-_I_ 
-- - - 
Tensile Deviation from 
Strength , Maximum Sample, 
psi 
41,300 
39,800 
38 , 600 
N o t  r 
tes 
40 , 800 
 
47 , 500 I 
DS i Photo of  Fracture Visual 
- 5,400 
- 5,600 
- 5,200 
orted by 
 ab 
-23 , 600 
- 7,400 
- 5,500 
Twinning 
Dross line 
Twinning 
Dross incl. 
3xide line 
3xide 
sound 
0 bservat ions 
M e  tal I ograp h ic Exam inat ion 
We1 d HAZ 
evere inter- 
ranular 
rack i n g 
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. TABLE XIII ( CONT°D )
Welding
Process Material
Filler
Alloy
Specimen
No.
No. Weld Procedure
of Travel,
Beads Volts Amps
Test
Specimen T,emp, F
DCSP-TIG 7039-T6 0.375
0.750
D 1707
5183
None
D 1495
D 1707
L 1880-H
L,1,882-F
L1882-G
L1702-G
L 1836-D
L1833-C
2 10-10.5 280-
310
II II
II II
9-9.5 340-
350
10.5- 400
11
II II
12
6
4
Unnotched -320
51,200 
wsi 
~ 
-19,700 
- 4,200 
-1 2,500 
-1 4,200 
- 6,300 
-14,100 
Photo of Fracture Visual 
In tema I 
crack, fine 
dross 
~~~~~~~~~~ ~ 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGENO. 07 
--
----L__- - - - - 
Tensile Deviation from 
psi 
48 , 000 
47 , 900 
50,100 
56 , 000 
57,000 
3xide spo 
Some 
fwinning 
Sound 
hoss spot 
boss spot 
Observations 
We1 d HAZ - 
Inter- 
granul ar 
cracking 
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 88 TABLE XIII ( CONT'D )
Welding
Process Material
Thick,
In.
Filler
No.
Specimen of
No. Beads
Weld Procedure
Travel, Test
Volts Amps _m Specimen Temp, F
MIG X5039X7038-T6
X7038-T7
0.250
0.750
0.250
D1495
D1707
D1495
D1707
L1717-B 2
L 1720-B "
L1721-B
L1733-B
L 1725-B
L1728-A
21-22 260 20-24 Unnotched
II II II II
II II II II II
2 21-
22
300 14-20 "
260 20-24 "
7O
75
psi 
-1 0 , 600 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 89 
-
Tensi I e Deviation from 
Strength , Maximum Sample, 
psi 
41 , 000 
45 , 400 
42 , 400 
50 , 500 
- 
45 , 400 
46,000 
- 9,100 
-13,600 
- 5,700 
- 9,500 
- 9,300 
Photo of  Fracture Visual 
1 -  
Sound 
Sound 
Sound 
Sound 
Sound 
Sound 
Observations 
Metal lograph ic  Exam inat ion 
Weld HAZ 
Severe 
in  tergranul ar 
crack in  g 
Intergranular, 
some shear 
Irreg. thru 
precip. dots 
HAZ 
Severe 
inter- 
granular 
cracks; 
precip. 
[rreg. thru 
precip. dots 
[rreg. thru 
xecip.  dots 
H A Z  
micro- 
fissuring 
H AZ 
micro- 
fissuring 
Some 
H AZ  
micro- 
fissuring 
HAZ 
network 
Severe 
HAZ rnicro- 
fissuring 
Some micro- 
fissuring 
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 90 TABLE XIII ( CONT'D )
No.
Welding Thick, Filler Specimen of
Process Material In. Alloy No. _eads
MIG X7038-T7
7039-T6
0.750 D1707 L1739-A
L 1746-A
" 5183 L1747-B
4
Weld Procedure
Volts Am
35022-
23.5
T ravel,
ipm
14-20
16-22
Test
)ecimen Temp, F
Innotched 75
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGENO. 91 - --- 
Tensile Deviation from 
Strength, Maximum Sample , 
psi 
49 , 000 
39 , 700 
41 , 200 
psi 
- 8,100 
-17,100 
- 7,500 
Photo of Fracture Visual 
~~ 
Dross , 
crack 
Sound 
2 tiny 
pores 
Observations 
We1 d HAZ -
Jagged thru 
xecip. dots 
[ntergranul ar 
from main 
crack 
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGENO. 92
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500 600 700 800 900
Temperature, F
air cooled)
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NO. MS PR 64- 12
PAGE NO. 105
Match patch to hole
D 1 = D2 - 0.010"
Optional hole-
" max. diam
D2 = 4"
8 jl
or 12" as specified
I
Location of weld for specimens prepared
from 12" x 18" material.
18" LI
-1
18"
U/ •
Type A
Plate I Patch
TIG Weld, No Filler
Section AA
Type B
!
Plate ,,,1/,.__._ .t Patch
|
TIG
or MIG, _---1/16" MinAdded Filler
1/8" Max.
Figure 11
CIRCULAR PATCH TEST SPECIMEN
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Hot Caustic 5x 
Figure 14 
POROSITY IN WELDMENT DUE TO BOILER EFFECT OF NON-FUSED 
Sample L1911, DCSP-TIG Circular Patch Weldment in %Inch 7039 
Material, X5039 Filler 
AREA AT CENTER 
NO. MS PR64-12
PAGE NO. 109
D
Weld Seam
18
holesat
location
scribed.
!
Optional Weld
12 I_
Figure 15
RUPTURE DiSC TEST SPECIMEN
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NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 111  
Figure 17 
RUPTURE DISC TEST EQUIPMENT 
NO. MS PR64-12
Figure18
RUPTUREDISCTESTRESULTS
TIG WELDMENTS,"_-INCH SHEET
I
.... X7038-T6 X7038-T7
PAGE NO. 112
............... i
..... i I l
7039-T6 • 5086
i
..... 4. L-++J
I
+
Filler _ Filler _ Filler _ Filler
0 0 0
• Indicates fusion llne or weld bead failure
• Indicates base material failure
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 113 
7039-T6 AI I OY 
Bursting pressure, 6200 psi 
Bulge height 1 . 1  In. 
X7038-T6 AI I O Y  
Bursting pressure, 5900 psi 
Bulge height 1.5 In. 
X7038-T7 AI IOY 
Bursting pressure, 4700 psi 
Bulge height 1.4 In. 
5086-H112 AI toy 
Bursting pressure, 3500 psi 
Bulge height 1.3 In. 
Figure 19 
COMPARISON OF RUPTURE DISCS OF THE FOUR ALLOYS USED IN THIS PROGRAM 
(*-Inch Thickness) 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 114 
Typical of weldments 
which failed in parent 
metal. 
$-inch X7038-T7 welded with 
D1495 f i l ler.  
Bursting pressure, 2650 psi 
Bulge height 0.9 In. 
Typical of most of the 
weldrnents in X7038, 7039 
and 5086 alloys. 
Figure 20 
TYPICAL RUPTURE DISC SPECIMENS 
OF WELDED ALLOYS X7038, 7039 
AND 5086 
$-inch X7038-T7 welded with 
5183 f i l l e r .  
Bursting pressure, 2000 psi 
Bulge height 0.7 In. 
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PAGE NO. 115
NO. MS PR 64-12
PAGE NO. 116
L Neoprene Coat on Edge]4.0" -,
Figure 22
SPECIMENS USED FOR EVALUATION OF METALLIZED COATINGS
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 117 
--
1 
H91 I9 
Figure 23 
FIXTURE FOR TESTING FOUR-POINT CONSTANT DEFLECTION STRESS CORROSION SPECIMEN 
This fixture i s  standard within DMR, and was not developed on or for this contract. 
NO. MS PR64-12 
PAGE NO. 118 -
( lX,  as tested ) 
Figure 24 
SURFACE APPEARANCE A N D  LOCATION OF TENSILE FRACTURES IN X7038 A N D  7039 
WELDMENTS AFTER TWO MONTHS' STRESS CORROSION TESTING 
From Left to Right: 
X7038-T6 welded with X5039 f i l ler,  post-weld stress relieved. 
X7038-T6 welded with X5039 filler, as welded. 
X7038-T7 welded with D1495 filler, post-weld stress relieved. 
X7038-T7 welded with D1495 filler, as welded. 
7039-T6 welded with D1495 f i l ler,  post-weld stress relieved. 
7039-T6 welded with D1495 f i l ler,  as welded. 
Weldments were exposed for two months in 6% NaCl solution under stress equivalent to 
50% of their tensile strengths. 
alloys or parent metal. 
As-welded specimens exhibited selective attack in the heat-affected zone. ( Some 
superficial etching of weld metal was noted in a few samples; ie, X7038-T6/X5039 
f i l ler,  as welded.) However, this attack had no effect on the mechanical properties 
of the weldments. 
The post-weld stress relieved specimens did not exhibit selective attack. 
tensile fracture occurred in  the parent metal, regardless of post-weld treatments. 
N o  stress corrosion failures occurred, regardless of f i l ler  
In  a l l  instances, 
10% H3PO4, 2 Min at 12OF 25 OX 
Figure 25 
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING IN NON-WELDED X7038-T6 
Sample 133-A5, shown above, stress corrosion cracked after 1 1  
days' continuous immersion in 6% NaCl under a stress of 34,000 
psi (50% of i t s  yield strength ). 
The path of failure i s  intergranular in nature. 
NO. MS PR 64-12 -
PAGE NO. 119 
NO. MS PR 64-12 -- -  
PAGE NO. 120 -
10% H3P04, 2 Min a t  120F 250X 
Figure 26 
SELECTIVE ATTACK OF THE HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE IN 
AS-WELDED X7038-T6 WELDMENT 
Selective attack of the type shown above occurred i n  the heat- 
affected zone of a l l  as-welded X7038-T6, X7038-T7 and 
7039-T6 weldments during two months' immersion i n  6% NaCl 
solution. 
This corrosion was as deep as 16 mi ls  but did not cause a loss in 
strength of the weldments when tensile tested after two months' 
immersion i n  6% NaCI. 
Weldments which had been given a post-weld stress relieval 
treatment, consisting of 12 hours' heating at 350F, and as-welded 
samples which had been metal sprayed with zinc or aluminum did 
not show evidence of  selective attack. 
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NO. MS PR64-12 
PAGE NO. 125 -
DSCP-TIG Weldrnent in  *-Inch 7039-T6 Material 
DCSP-TIG Weldrnent in $-Inch X7038-T7 Material 
DCSP-TIG Weldrnent in g-Inch 7039-T6 Material 
DCSP-TIG Weldrnent in &-Inch X7038-T6 Material 
- 
DCSP-TIG Weldrnent in %Inch X7038-T6 Material 
Caustic Etched l &  
Figure 31 
TYPICAL MACROSECTIONS FROM DCSP-TIG WELDMENTS IN X7038 AND 7039 MATERIAL 
Square 
Butt 
Square 
Butt 
Square 
Butt 
Vee 
Joint 
Square 
Butt 
NO. MS PR64-12 
PAGE NO. 126 
MIG Weld in i - Inch X7038 Material 
MIG Weld in S-Inch 7039 Material 
MIG Weld in :-Inch X7038 Material 
Caustic Etched l& 
Figure 32 
~ 
TYPICAL MACROSECTIONS FROM MIG WELDMENTS IN X7038-T6 A N D  7039-T6 MATERIAL 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 127 
1 oox 
Figure 33 
DENDRITE STRUCTURE, D1495 (4.6% ZI-3. 1% Mg ) MIG WELD DEPOSIT 
Sample L1726, MIG Weldment in &Inch X7038-T7 Material. 
NO. MS PR64-12 -
PAGE NO. 128 -
1oo/o H3P04 1 oox 
Figure 34 
PARALLEL BANDS OF PRECIPITATION IN D1495 WELD METAL 
MIG Weldrnent in $Inch 7039-T6 
NO. MS PR 64-12 -
PAGE NO. 129 -
Fusion Line 
Weld 
Parent 
Mate ria I 
An od i zed 
Fusion Line 
50X 
Figure 35 
HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE, MIG WELDMENT IN $-INCH X7038-T6 
Sample L1717, MIG Weldment in $-Inch X7038-T6, X5039 Filler. 
NO. MS PR 64-12 -
PAGE NO. 130 -
Fusion Line 
Weld 
Parent 
Material 
Fusion Line 
Anodized 50X 
Figure 36 
HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE, MIG WELDMENT IN $-INCH X7038-T7 
Sample L1726, MIG Weldment in *-Inch X7038-T7, D1495 Fil ler. 
Parent 
Materia I 
NO. MS PR 64-1 2 
PAGE NO. 131 
Fusion Line 
Weld 
Fusion Line 
Anodized 50X 
Figure 37 
HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE, DCSP-TIG WELDMENT IN &INCH 7039-T6 
Sample L1879, DCSP-TIG Weldment, D1707 Filler. 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 132 
1 oox 
FUSION LINE IN 7039-T6 MATERIAL, SHOWING VERY LITTLE 
MIG Weldrnent in %Inch 7039-T6, X5039 Fi l ler .  
GRAIN BOUNDARY PRECIPITATION IN PLATE 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 133 -
10% H3P04 1 oox 
Figure 39 
MICROSTRUCTURE FROM OVERAGED AREA OF HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE 
OF A WELDMENT IN 7039-T6 
MIG Weldment in $-Inch 7039-T6, X5039 Filler. 
NO. MS PR64-12 
PAGE NO. 134 
25 OX 
MICROFISSURING IN HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE OF 
X7038-T6 MIG WELDMENT, L I N C H  THICKNESS MATERIAL 
Sample L1717, MIG Weldment, X5039 Filler. 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 135 
-
X5039 
:-Inch 7039-T6 
(L1873 ) 
D 1 495 
&Inch 7039-T6 
( L1864 ) 
D1707 
&Inch 7039-T6 
( L1865 ) 
5183 
&Inch 7039-T6 
( L1867 ) 
Figure 41 
TWINNING IN WELD METAL 
DC S P-T IG P ROC E SS 
Anodized 50X 
NO. MS PR64-12 
PAGE NO. 136 
X5039 
%Inch 7039-T6 
( L1895 ) 
D 1 495 
$-Inch 7039-T6 
( L1744 ) 
D 1 707 
$Inch 7039-T6 
( L1746 ) 
Anodized 50X 
Figure 42 
TWINNING IN WELD METAL 
MIG PROCESS 
Anodized 
Figure 43 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 137 
--
Z-lnc h 7039-T6 
( L1833 ) 
$-Inch X7038-T6 
(L1831 ) 
50X 
DIFFERENCE IN  TWINNING IN D1707 WELD METAL DEPOSITED BY IDENTICAL 
DCSP-TIG PROCEDURES 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 138 
Figure 44 2x 
FRACTURED SURFACE AND GRAIN STRUCTURE OF WELD TENSILE SPECIMEN 
Sample L1731, MIG Weldrnent in $-Inch X7038-T6 Material, wi th D1495 Fil ler. 
WHICH HAD 58,000 psi TENSILE STRENGTH 
Anodized 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 139 
-
Hot Caustic Etch 5x 
I 
25X 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO. 140 
--
3 x  
Anodized 25X 
Figure 45 
PATH OF FRACTURE IN TENSILE SPECIMEN THROUGH 7.3% Zn - 3.4% Mg WELD METAL 
Sample L1879, DCSP-TIG Weldment of g-Inch 7039-T6 Material with D1707 Filler, Tested 
at -320F, 67,000 psi. 
NO. MS PR 64-12 
PAGE NO, 141 
--
Anodized 5 OX 
Figure 46 
DEFORMATION A N D  SLIP IN TWINNED WELD AREA OF TENSILE BAR 
This sample i s  from DCSP-TIG weldrnent L1900 in &-inch 7039-T6 material, 
w i th  X5039 f i l ler.  An abnormally low tensile value of 41,000 psi was 
obtained on this specimen after 90 days' natural aging, 
NO. MS PR64-12 
PAGE NO. 142 
3x 
Conc Acid 6X 
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Figure 47 
FRACTURE PATH IN 7039-T6 MATERIAL HEAT-AFFECTED ZONE 
Some lateral fracture has occurred away from primary fracture path. 
Sample L1861, DCSP-TIG weldment of *-inch 7039-T6 material 
with X5039 (4.0% Mg-3.0% Zn ) f i l ler .  
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Figure 48 
PLAN VIEW OF MIG WELDMENT, SHOWING WELD EDGE 
Weldment i s  in l*-inch 5456 material, made with 5556 fi l ler. 
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Figure 49 
OCCURRENCE OF WELD BEAD EDGE EUTECTICS IN SEVERAL WELD FILLERS 
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Figure 50 
MICRORADIOGRAPH SHOWING ZINC-RICH AREA 
AT WELD BEAD EDGE 
MIG weldment of experimental 7% Zn f i l le r  in AI-&- 
Mg type experimental alloy. ( Not from this program.) 
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Figure 51 
MICROSTRUCTURE SHOWING EUTECTIC MATERIAL AT DCSP-TIG 
WELD EDGE, X7038-T6 MATERIAL, 5183 FILLER 
Beta Bond 
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Figure 52 
BETA BOND AREA AT FUSION LINE OF MIG WELD BEAD 
Sample L1746, MIG weldment in %inch 7039-T6 material, D1707 f i l le r .  
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Figure 54 
FRACTURE THROUGH LINE OF F I N E  PRECIPITATION IN 
FUSION O N L Y  DCSP-TIG WELDMENT IN $-INCH X7038-T6 
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Figure 55 
INTERDENDRITIC PATH OF TENSILE FRACTURE IN WELD METAL 
Sample from MIG weldment in  %inch 7039-T6, welded with 
D1707 f i l ler.  
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Figure 56 
TWO-PASS MIG WELDMENT, SHOWING GREATER POROSITY 
Sample L1726, MIG weldment of *-inch X7038-T7 material wi th 
D1495 (4.5% Zn-3.5% Mg ) f i l ler.  
IN SECOND BEAD THAN IN FIRST 
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Figure 57 
SHRINKAGE POROSITY IN SECOND MIG BEAD 
Sample L1726, MIG weldrnent of $-inch X7038-T7 
material wi th D1495 (4.5% Zn-3.5% Mg ) f i l ler. 
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